
 
Before Starting the CoC Application

You must submit all three of the following parts  in order for us to consider your Consolidated
Application complete:

 1. the CoC Application,
 2. the CoC Priority Listing, and
 3. all the CoC’s project applications that were either approved and ranked, or rejected.

  As the Collaborative Applicant, you are responsible for reviewing the following:

 1. The FY 2022 CoC Program Competition Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for specific
application and program requirements.
 2. The FY 2022 CoC Application Detailed Instructions which provide additional information and
guidance for completing the application.
 3. All information provided to ensure it is correct and current.
 4. Responses provided by project applicants in their Project Applications.
 5. The application to ensure all documentation, including attachment are provided.

  Your CoC Must Approve the Consolidated Application before You Submit It
 - 24 CFR 578.9 requires you to compile and submit the CoC Consolidated Application for the FY
2022 CoC Program Competition on behalf of your CoC.
 - 24 CFR 578.9(b) requires you to obtain approval from your CoC before you submit the
Consolidated Application into e-snaps.
  Answering Multi-Part Narrative Questions
 Many questions require you to address multiple elements in a single text box.  Number your
responses to correspond with multi-element questions using the same numbers in the question.
This will help you organize your responses to ensure they are complete and help us to review
and score your responses.

  Attachments
 Questions requiring attachments to receive points state, “You Must Upload an Attachment to the
4B. Attachments Screen.” Only upload documents responsive to the questions posed–including
other material slows down the review process, which ultimately slows down the funding process.
Include a cover page with the attachment name.
 - Attachments must match the questions they are associated with–if we do not award points for
evidence you upload and associate with the wrong question, this is not a valid reason for you to
appeal HUD’s funding determination.
 - We must be able to read the date and time on attachments requiring system-generated dates
and times, (e.g., a screenshot displaying the time and date of the public posting using your
desktop calendar; screenshot of a webpage that indicates date and time).
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1A. Continuum of Care (CoC) Identification

HUD publishes resources on the HUD.gov website at  CoC Program Competition  to assist you
in completing the CoC Application.  Resources include:

- Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care
Competition and Noncompetitive Award of Youth Homeless Demonstration Program Renewal
and Replacement Grants;
  - 24 CFR part 578;
    - FY 2022 CoC Application Navigational Guide;
  - Section 3 Resources;
  - PHA Crosswalk; and
   - Frequently Asked Questions

1A-1. CoC Name and Number: PR-502 - Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth
CoC

1A-2. Collaborative Applicant Name: Puerto Rico Department of the Family

1A-3. CoC Designation: CA

1A-4. HMIS Lead: Coalición de San Juan, Inc.
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1B. Coordination and Engagement–Inclusive
Structure and Participation

HUD publishes resources on the HUD.gov website at  CoC Program Competition  to assist you
in completing the CoC Application.  Resources include:

- Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care
Competition and Noncompetitive Award of Youth Homeless Demonstration Program Renewal
and Replacement Grants;
  - 24 CFR part 578;
    - FY 2022 CoC Application Navigational Guide;
  - Section 3 Resources;
  - PHA Crosswalk; and
   - Frequently Asked Questions

1B-1. Inclusive Structure and Participation–Participation in Coordinated Entry.

NOFO Sections VII.B.1.a.(1), VII.B.1.e., VII.B.1.p., and VII.B.1.r.

In the chart below for the period from May 1, 2021 to April 30, 2022:

1. select yes or no in the chart below if the entity listed participates in CoC meetings,
voted–including selecting CoC Board members, and participated in your CoC’s coordinated entry
system; or

2. select Nonexistent if the organization does not exist in your CoC’s geographic area:

Organization/Person
Participated

 in CoC
 Meetings

Voted, Including
Electing CoC Board

Members

Participated in
CoC's Coordinated

Entry System

1. Affordable Housing Developer(s) Yes Yes Yes

2. Agencies serving survivors of human trafficking Yes Yes Yes

3. CDBG/HOME/ESG Entitlement Jurisdiction Yes Yes Yes

4. Disability Advocates Yes No Yes

5. Disability Service Organizations Yes No Yes

6. EMS/Crisis Response Team(s) Yes Yes Yes

7. Homeless or Formerly Homeless Persons Yes Yes Yes

8. Hospital(s) Yes No Yes

9. Indian Tribes and Tribally Designated Housing Entities (TDHEs) (Tribal
Organizations)

Nonexistent No No

10. Law Enforcement Yes No No

11. Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender (LGBTQ+) Advocates Yes Yes Yes

12. LGBTQ+ Service Organizations Yes Yes Yes

13. Local Government Staff/Officials Yes Yes Yes

14. Local Jail(s) Yes No No

15. Mental Health Service Organizations Yes Yes Yes

16. Mental Illness Advocates Yes Yes Yes
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17. Organizations led by and serving Black, Brown, Indigenous and other
People of Color

Yes Yes Yes

18. Organizations led by and serving LGBTQ+ persons Yes Yes Yes

19. Organizations led by and serving people with disabilities Yes Yes Yes

20. Other homeless subpopulation advocates Yes Yes Yes

21. Public Housing Authorities Yes Yes Yes

22. School Administrators/Homeless Liaisons Yes No No

23. State Domestic Violence Coalition Yes Yes Yes

24. State Sexual Assault Coalition Yes Yes Yes

25. Street Outreach Team(s) Yes Yes Yes

26. Substance Abuse Advocates Yes No Yes

27. Substance Abuse Service Organizations Yes Yes Yes

28. Victim Service Providers Yes Yes Yes

29. Domestic Violence Advocates Yes Yes Yes

30. Other Victim Service Organizations Yes Yes Yes

31. Youth Advocates Yes Yes Yes

32. Youth Homeless Organizations Yes Yes Yes

33. Youth Service Providers Yes Yes Yes

Other: (limit 50 characters)

34. Correction and Rehabilitation Services Yes Yes Yes

35. Organizations serving veterans Yes Yes Yes

1B-2. Open Invitation for New Members.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.a.(2)

Describe in the field below how your CoC:

1. communicated a transparent invitation process annually (e.g., communicated to the public on the
CoC’s website) to solicit new members to join the CoC;

2. ensured effective communication with individuals with disabilities, including the availability of
accessible electronic formats;

3. invited organizations serving culturally specific communities experiencing homelessness in the
geographic area to address equity (e.g., Black, Latino, Indigenous, LGBTQ+, and persons with
disabilities).

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)The CoC communicated the invitation process through multiple channels,
including the publication of an announcement, in English and Spanish, in a
newspaper of general circulation, email invitations, publications on the CoC’s
webpage and social media (Facebook). A meeting was held with interested
parties and a Membership Committee is active during the year, identifying
relevant stakeholders to invite to the CoC. 2)Effective communication with
persons with disabilities, is achieved through sign language and translation
services in meetings, accessible formats for documents (PDF), meetings in
accessible locations, and the use of audiovisual material. 3) Organizations
serving culturally specific communities experiencing homelessness are invited
through the Membership Committee that identifies persons representing these
communities so as to extend formal invitations. In addition, CoC members
participate in various groups that work with these populations (e.g., RW
Planning bodies, Multisectoral Council in Support of Homelessness), providing
them with direct communications for identifying potential new members
representing these groups. The CoC celebrates meetings in Casa Dominicana,
an immigrant’s organization, and the CES is certified in Fair Housing and
provides training to support these efforts. Invitations are extended in English
and Spanish, and translated to sign language.

1B-3. CoC’s Strategy to Solicit/Consider Opinions on Preventing and Ending Homelessness.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.a.(3)

Describe in the field below how your CoC:

1. solicited and considered opinions from a broad array of organizations and individuals that have
knowledge of homelessness, or an interest in preventing and ending homelessness;

2. communicated information during public meetings or other forums your CoC uses to solicit public
information; and

3. took into consideration information gathered in public meetings or forums to address
improvements or new approaches to preventing and ending homelessness.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)Opinions from organizations and individuals are gathered through a wide
variety of channels, including CoC and community meetings, focus groups,
email, written communications, special activities and telephone consultations.
Every year PIT Count results are presented in a public presentation and experts
are invited for an open discussion. As well, the CoC is organized into
Committees that integrate external stakeholders (e.g., Homeless Reps,
Planning, Proposals, Governance). The Planning Committee actively involves
stakeholders in the PIT Count and in the Strategic Planning process, including
law enforcement, labor, health, corrections, education, and other sectors not
currently participating directly in the CoC, but with interest in preventing and
ending homelessness. Likewise, the CoC and the CA actively participate in the
consolidated planning processes of the jurisdictions within the CoC geographic
area, have a chair in the Multisectoral Council in Support of Homelessness,
created by Law No. 130-2007, participate of other public events and working
groups providing the opportunity to interact and gather information from a wide
range of stakeholders. 2)The CoC uses a variety of channels, including its
public website, social media, press conferences, focus groups, participation in
community meetings, on-site visits to stakeholders, virtual meetings, polls and
participation in consolidated planning processes. 3)Information gathered at the
public meetings and forums in which the CoC participates is discussed in the
different committees, the CoC Board and ESG recipients to develop
recommendations and new approaches for the prevention and eradication of
homelessness. Recommendations derived from these meetings are
documented and presented to the CoC membership for their approval and
further implementation.

1B-4.  Public Notification for Proposals from Organizations Not Previously Awarded CoC Program
Funding.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.a.(4)

Describe in the field below how your CoC notified the public:

1. that your CoC will consider project applications from organizations that have not previously
received CoC Program funding;

2. about how project applicants must submit their project applications–the process;

3. about how your CoC would determine which project applications it would submit to HUD for
funding; and

4. how your CoC effectively communicated with individuals with disabilities, including making
information accessible in electronic formats.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)The CoC’s Local competition was announced to Organizations not previously
awarded CoC program funding, through a detailed announcement in its website,
a newspaper of general circulation (August 3 and 19, 2022), and in social
media, in both English and Spanish. The notice indicated that the CoC was
accepting and considering proposals and provided the date of the orientation
meeting (August 22, 2022). The CA sent a copy of the NOFO by email and
posted it on the Web. As a result of these efforts 3 new projects, not previously
funded by CoC were included in the proposal to HUD. 2)Details on the
submission process were discussed in the orientation meeting (##/##/##) and
posted on the CoC webpage and social media. One on One support to project
applicants was provided by the CA. The CoC also implemented a Q&A format
to clarify aspects and answer questions regarding the application process.
Questions submitted were answered and disseminated to all interested parties.
3) Information regarding how the CoC was going to determine which projects it
was to submit to HUD was posted in the CoC’s webpage and social media and
fully discussed in the meeting held on (August 22, 2022). The meeting was
recorded and was available in the CoC’s Web and social media. The
information that was published and discussed in the meeting included a full
explanation of the ranking and evaluation process for determining project
applications to be submitted to HUD. 4)To effectively communicate with
individuals with disabilities the CoC incorporated sign language and translation
services in the meeting that was held, made the information available in PDF
format through the webpage and social media, and at the facilities of the CA.
The place of the orientation meeting was accessible for persons with
disabilities.
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1C. Coordination and Engagement

HUD publishes resources on the HUD.gov website at  CoC Program Competition  to assist you
in completing the CoC Application.  Resources include:

- Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care
Competition and Noncompetitive Award of Youth Homeless Demonstration Program Renewal
and Replacement Grants;
  - 24 CFR part 578;
    - FY 2022 CoC Application Navigational Guide;
  - Section 3 Resources;
  - PHA Crosswalk; and
   - Frequently Asked Questions

1C-1. Coordination with Federal, State, Local, Private, and Other Organizations.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.b.

In the chart below:

1. select yes or no for entities listed that are included in your CoC’s coordination, planning, and
operations of projects that serve individuals, families, unaccompanied youth, persons who are
fleeing domestic violence who are experiencing homelessness, or those at risk of homelessness;
or

2. select Nonexistentif the organization does not exist within your CoC’s geographic area.

Entities or Organizations Your CoC Coordinates with for Planning or Operations of Projects
Coordinates with the

Planning or Operations
of Projects?

1. Funding Collaboratives Yes

2. Head Start Program Yes

3. Housing and services programs funded through Local Government Yes

4. Housing and services programs funded through other Federal Resources (non-CoC) Yes

5. Housing and services programs funded through private entities, including Foundations Yes

6. Housing and services programs funded through State Government Yes

7. Housing and services programs funded through U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Yes

8. Housing and services programs funded through U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Yes

9. Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS (HOPWA) Yes

10. Indian Tribes and Tribally Designated Housing Entities (TDHEs) (Tribal Organizations) Nonexistent

11. Organizations led by and serving Black, Brown, Indigenous and other People of Color Yes

12. Organizations led by and serving LGBTQ+ persons Yes

13. Organizations led by and serving people with disabilities Yes

14. Private Foundations Yes

15. Public Housing Authorities Yes

16. Runaway and Homeless Youth (RHY) Nonexistent

17. Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) Yes

Other:(limit 50 characters)
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18.

1C-2. CoC Consultation with ESG Program Recipients.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.b.

Describe in the field below how your CoC:

1. consulted with ESG Program recipients in planning and allocating ESG and ESG-CV funds;

2. participated in evaluating and reporting performance of ESG Program recipients and
subrecipients;

3. provided Point-in-Time (PIT) count and Housing Inventory Count (HIC) data to the Consolidated
Plan jurisdictions within its geographic area; and

4. provided information to Consolidated Plan Jurisdictions within your CoC’s geographic area so it
could be addressed in Consolidated Plan update.

(limit 2,500 characters)
1)The PR Department of the Family (DF) is the CA and the state ESG recipient,
which ensures interaction during planning and fund allocation processes.
Likewise, 3 of the 24 CoC municipalities are ESG entitlement jurisdictions and
are voting members that hold Consolidated Planning processes in which the
CoC participates. The state ESG Director is a voting CoC member and consults
the CoC on priorities. 2)HMIS’ Lead Agency, analyzes data related to the
performance of ESG recipients and Sub recipients to inform the CoC. The HMIS
conducts monthly trainings and bimonthly meetings with ESG recipients and
sub recipients for data quality. Quarterly reports on performance measures are
produced and presented to the CoC for its recommendations on improving
performance. 3)The CoC Executive Director provided 2022 PIT and HIC data to
Consolidated Plan jurisdictions. As part of the PIT, a dashboard was developed,
which is available to the public and contains all data by municipalities.
Jurisdictions and other stakeholders may produce reports by municipalities and
the different variables available in the PIT (www.)Also, the CoC held a public
presentation of the results of the 2022 Count in which ESG recipients and
consolidated planning jurisdictions participated. The meeting was translated into
sign language for persons with disabilities and a summary in the form of
infographics was distributed. 4)The CoC provided information to Consolidated
Plan Jurisdictions within the CoC’s geographic area, through the participation in
the public hearings, the submission of written comments and meetings with
recipients. The CoC BoD partipates in all public hearings conducted as part as
consolidated planning processes. In the case of the State Consolidated Plan,
CoC members participated in a survey to provide their input in the ESG
mandatory consultation.

1C-3. Ensuring Families are not Separated.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.c.

Select yes or no in the chart below to indicate how your CoC ensures emergency shelter,
transitional housing, and permanent housing (PSH and RRH) do not deny admission or separate
family members regardless of each family member’s self-reported sexual orientation and gender
identity:
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1. Conducted mandatory training for all CoC- and ESG-funded service providers to ensure families are not
separated.

Yes

2. Conducted optional training for all CoC- and ESG-funded service providers to ensure families are not
separated.

Yes

3. Worked with ESG recipient(s) to adopt uniform anti-discrimination policies for all subrecipients. Yes

4. Worked with ESG recipient(s) to identify both CoC- and ESG-funded facilities within your CoC’s geographic
area that might be out of compliance and took steps to work directly with those facilities to bring them into
compliance.

No

5. Sought assistance from HUD by submitting AAQs or requesting technical assistance to resolve
noncompliance of service providers.

No

6. Other. (limit 150 characters)

1C-4. CoC Collaboration Related to Children and Youth–SEAs, LEAs, School Districts.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.d.

Select yes or no in the chart below to indicate the entities your CoC collaborates with:

1. Youth Education Provider Yes

2. State Education Agency (SEA) Yes

3. Local Education Agency (LEA) Yes

4. School Districts Yes

1C-4a. Formal Partnerships with Youth Education Providers, SEAs, LEAs, School Districts.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.d.

Describe in the field below the formal partnerships your CoC has with at least one of the entities
where you responded yes in question 1C-4.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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Collaboration with education providers occurs within the framework of Title VII-B
of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 11431 et seq.),
and local public policy as in Act No. 85-2018, that establishes the state's
responsibility to ensure that all children and youth, including those without a
permanent home, have access to a free and appropriate, public education. In
that direction, both the CoC and its members have collaborative agreements in
place to enable children and youth access to educational services. CoC
members working with families, including domestic violence service providers,
have agreements with Head Start & Early Head Start programs, Child Care
Programs, the Puerto Rico Department of Education (PRDoE) and other
educational entities. Partnerships with the PRDoE include functions related to
the identification, referral and access of children and youth to educational
services. Agreements among projects and the PRDoE include flexibilization of
process and removal of barriers for children to have access to school in less
than 48 hours. As well, families and children have access to free school
materials, tutoring and social work services, among others. The CoC’s
collaborative agreement with the Puerto Rico Department of Education,
includes not only access to children and youth to quality educational services
(including preschool services), but also to other complementary services for
school success. With the allocation under the ARP Act, additional
responsibilities were established for the CoC to assist in identifying homeless
children in need of services. The agreement provides for coordination with the
educational regions that represent the authorized body closest to the
community.

1C-4b. Informing Individuals and Families Experiencing Homelessness about Eligibility for Educational
Services.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.d.

Describe in the field below written policies and procedures your CoC adopted to inform individuals
and families who become homeless of their eligibility for educational services.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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Promoting access to educational opportunities is a core policy of the CoC,
included in its Written Standards. This has become one of the priorities, as a
significant proportion (over 40%) of the homeless population has not completed
high school in the municipalities of the COC PR502 and because of the
importance of education as a means to promote self-sufficiency and social
mobility. Thus, completing high school or having access to vocational or post
secondary education is one of the goals established in the participants service
plans. Within that context, CoC member organizations have policies and
procedures to inform families and homeless youth (18-24 years) of their
eligibility for educational services, including: guidance on the availability of
services through the process of developing the participants’ individualized
service plan, orientations provided by external collaborators, one on one
assistance in enrolling for educational services, workshops and written
promotion. The procedures implemented by the projects, are also based on
local public policies, including Act No. 85-2018 y Circular Letter No. 16-2019-
2020 of the Department of Education of the Government of Puerto Rico. During
the previous year the CoC 502, undertook additional efforts to integrate
organizations focused on advocacy for children and youth rights, including
education, into the CoC. Currently, the CoC counts among its membership with
the Network for the Rights of Children and Youth, a non-profit organization that
works to ensure more and better public policies focused on supporting children
and their families, especially those in contexts of violence. Among the services
provided by the organization, they provide training and support to strengthen
competencies of the providers service system.

1C-4c. Written/Formal Agreements or Partnerships with Early Childhood Services Providers.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.d.

Select yes or no in the chart below to indicate whether your CoC has written formal agreements or
partnerships with the listed providers of early childhood services:

MOU/MOA Other Formal Agreement

1. Birth to 3 years Yes Yes

2. Child Care and Development Fund Yes Yes

3. Early Childhood Providers Yes Yes

4. Early Head Start Yes Yes

5. Federal Home Visiting Program–(including Maternal, Infant and Early Childhood Home
and Visiting or MIECHV)

Yes Yes

6. Head Start Yes Yes

7. Healthy Start No No

8. Public Pre-K Yes Yes

9. Tribal Home Visiting Program No No

Other (limit 150 characters)

10. No No
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1C-5.  Addressing Needs of Domestic Violence, Dating Violence, Sexual Assault, and Stalking
Survivors–Collaborating with Victim Service Providers.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.e.

Describe in the field below how your CoC regularly collaborates with organizations who help
provide housing and services to survivors of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault,
and stalking to:

1. update CoC-wide policies; and

2. ensure all housing and services provided in the CoC are trauma-informed and can meet the
needs of survivors.

(limit 2,500 characters)
1) DV, Dating Violence, Sexual Assault, and Stalking Survivors is one of the
priority areas of the CoC. PR is currently in a state of emergency decree for
gender violence, due to the increase observed in the past two years (EO 2021-
013). To ensure that the CoC responds effectively to this situation and that its
membership has adequate and updated policies, procedures and protocols, a
permanent committee was established within the CoC structure to address this
issue. The Committee is comprised of organizations that provide services and
support to survivors of gender-based violence and its basic responsibility to the
BoD is to support the analysis, planning and revision of protocols, policies and
procedures, as well as the development of data-driven strategies to strengthen
services to survivors of violence. The Committee meets periodically and is
currently working to review and update the established procedures of the CES
and HMIS. Suggested changes to policies and procedures are shared with the
entities that make up the CoC through TA sessions, meetings and sample
formats. 2) To ensure that the housing and services provided by the CoC are
trauma-informed and can meet the needs of survivors, the CoC has developed
collaboration with entities that provide services to victims of violence,
established the aforementioned permanent committee and provides ongoing
training. In addition, the model and approach used in the provision of services is
reviewed during monitoring and TA is provided to address areas identified as
priorities. The CoC also has a chair on its board of directors that represents the
programs that provide services to this population, and, in fact, the current
president is the director of Hogar Ruth, one of the main organizations in Puerto
Rico that addresses the issue of gender violence. In addition, several of the
entities that provide services to victims are also part of the DV National Network
of Shelters and Coordinadora Paz para la Mujer, the two main conglomerates of
organizations in PR that work with DV. As well, they are members of the
Gender Violence Prevention, Advocacy, Rescue and Education Committee
(PARE Committee), appointed by the Government, which has among its duties
orientation and education. This provides the projects’ staff with the opportunity
to be in continuous contact with other entities and to learn about best practices
in addressing the needs of the population.

1C-5a. Annual Training on Safety and Best Practices to Address the Needs of Domestic Violence, Dating
Violence, Sexual Assault, and Stalking Survivors.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.e.

Describe in the field below how your CoC coordinates to provide training for:
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1. project staff that addresses best practices (e.g., trauma-informed, victim-centered) on safety and
planning protocols in serving survivors of domestic violence and indicate the frequency of the
training in your response (e.g., monthly, semi-annually); and

2. Coordinated Entry staff that addresses best practices (e.g., trauma informed care) on safety and
planning protocols in serving survivors of domestic violence and indicate the frequency of the
training in your response (e.g., monthly, semi-annually).

(limit 2,500 characters)
1)Project staff receives ongoing training on best practices,and on safety and
planning protocols in serving survivors of domestic violence through diverse
modalities and approaches, including Peer TA provided by CoC members. TA is
provided on a need basis, while training is provided to all CoC members
semiannually. The most recent training was provided on September 7, 2022, on
the Protocol for the Services to Victims of Violence. Training was provided by
Lisdel Flores Barger, Executive Director of Hogar Ruth and President of the
CoC, and Coraly León, Executive Director of Casa Protegida Julia de Burgos.
Other topics that have been covered in the trainings include Coordinated Entry
processes for DV, safety protocols, cultural competency, trauma-informed care
and the legal framework that govern state processes in cases of domestic
violence. During the pandemic, when there has been a spike in domestic
violence cases, training has continued to be provided via Web platforms. Sign
language and translation was incorporated in the trainings, and they are also
recorded for the material to be available for CoC Members at all times. 2) CoC
BoD and the CES, maintain constant communication and CES staff receives
ongoing training on best practices to serve DV survivors, using diverse
modalities and approaches, including Peer TA provided by CoC members
(Hogar Ruth, Hogar Nuevos Horizontes and Casa Julia). Peer TA is provided
constantly on a need basis, and formal trainings to CES staff occur on a
quarterly.  Topics covered in the trainings to CES staff include Coordinated
Entry processes for DV, safety protocols, cultural competency, and trauma-
informed care. DVs projects maintained constant communication with the CES,
and the CES Director conducts small group sessions with DV providers, to
discuss protocols and best practices for coordinated entry.  As mentioned, the
DV Committee ascribed to the CoC is currently in the process of revising
coordinated entry and HMIS P&Ps and protocols with the CES and the HMIS
leads. Once procedures are revised, the new P&Ps will be disseminated, and
training will be provided to all members.

1C-5b. Using De-identified Aggregate Data to Address the Needs of Domestic Violence, Dating Violence,
Sexual Assault, and Stalking Survivors.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.e.

Describe in the field below:

1. the de-identified aggregate data source(s) your CoC uses for data on survivors of domestic
violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking; and

2. how your CoC uses the de-identified aggregate data described in element 1 of this question to
evaluate how to best meet the specialized needs related to domestic violence and homelessness.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)The CoC uses CES, HMIS, PIT, HIC and APR data, the National Network
Count and statistical data provided by the Police Department and Women’s
Affairs Office to assess specific needs. 2)This information is made available to
the CoC at Board and committee meetings to develop/revise policies and
strategies to address the areas of need identified, and in the design of the CoCs
local competition and the development of trainings. As well, it serves to identify
gaps in service availability for the population and ways to address them. The
most recent PIT count (2022) showed that around close to one out of every 10
persons identified during the count (8.9%), are homeless due to a domestic
violence situation, a percentage higher than that observed in the 2019 PIT
(5.2%). Furthermore, data from the HMIS reveals that a total of ___ victims of
domestic violence received services in 2021. This data coincides with the
observed increase in the need for services, according to official statistics
provided by government agencies in Puerto Rico. Data from the CES indicates
that during 2021, a total of ### assessments were conducted of persons who
were fleeing domestic violence, which represents an increase of ##%, when
compared to data from 2019 (206). For purposes of the assessment of persons
fleeing domestic violence, the CES uses VI-SPDAT, and with HUD’s guidance
and the collaboration of the CoC DV Committee is developing a specific tool for
DV. This provides relevant information that helps both, placement of
participations in housing options which best fit their needs, and planning for
services to the population.   The CES and DV Representative of the CoC BoD
has close collaboration with DV projects (4 CoC-funded, and 1 ESG-funded),
and with other entities that are key stakeholders in the response to DV (Police
Department, 911, 7 DV specialized courts, the Office of Assistance to Victims of
Crime, the Department of Family, the Woman's Advocate Office (WAO), and
municipalities). As established in the COC CES P&P, when a DV case is
received by the CES or is directly referred by an authority to an emergency
shelter in the CoC area because their life is in danger, they are immediately
placed. Once stabilized in the shelter, the CES will conduct its assessment and
uses available data to refer the participants to other services or for a housing
project that meets their needs. In addition, CES is in the process of expanding
to have a dedicated DV office.

1C-5c. Communicating Emergency Transfer Plan to Domestic Violence, Dating Violence, Sexual Assault,
and Stalking Survivors.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.e.

Describe in the field below how your CoC communicates to all individuals and families seeking or
receiving CoC Program assistance:

1. the emergency transfer plan policies and procedures; and

2. the process for individuals and families to request an emergency transfer.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)CoC projects have Emergency Transfer Plans (ETP), designed in accordance
with the Violence Against Women Act (“VAWA") requirements and the template
provided by HUD. To the extent possible, agreements with other housing
providers include the requirement of using such resources to facilitate, if
necessary, an emergency transfer (e.g., EHV program). Once placed in a
Transitional Housing Project or Permanent Housing Project (according to need),
a Case Manager is assigned to the participant who informs him/her about
transfer plan policies and procedures and their eligibility.  Besides that, the CES
has been funded to create an Application for information on DV resources and
services. 2) In line with the model of ETP provided by HUD, A tenant who is a
victim of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, or stalking, as
provided in HUD’s regulations is eligible for an emergency transfer, if: the tenant
reasonably believes that there is a threat of imminent harm from further violence
if the tenant remains within the same unit. If the tenant is a victim of sexual
assault, the tenant may also be eligible to transfer if the sexual assault occurred
on the premises within the 90-calendar-day period preceding a request for an
emergency transfer. 2)For the process to start, the tenant or participant has to
request, in writing, the transfer using a form provided by projects. The request
will be examined expeditiously by the assigned case manager at the project,
who will coordinate the transfer with the housing service providers and with
other agencies for the participants safety.

&nbsp
1C-5d. Access to Housing for Survivors of Domestic Violence, Dating Violence, Sexual Assault, and

Stalking.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.e.

Describe in the field below how your CoC ensures that survivors of domestic violence, dating
violence, sexual assault, or stalking have access to all of the housing and services available
within the CoC’s geographic area.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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The CoC and its projects follow a HF, survivor-driven and trauma informed
model, which prioritizes safety and timely identification of the needs of
individuals and families in order to connect them to the services that best
address their condition. This is a process that is managed separately and
confidentially for the safety of individuals, while ensuring that survivors have
access to the full range of housing opportunities and support services at the
CoC and other partners. To ensure the safety and confidentiality of the
processes associated with persons fleeing violence, and that they are placed in
emergency or temporary living arrangements in an expeditious manner, the
CES maintains close collaboration with shelters and specialized entities, as well
as authoritative agencies, ensuring that all protocols established by those
agencies are followed. The CES has a CES-DV unit that is currently negotiating
a permanent location and working on the development of an application with
resources and services for DV survivors.  In addition, this unit will work with
OVW to offer greater resources to victims. Currently, when the CES or the
authorized points of entry receive a case of a person fleeing domestic violence
or who is referred directly by an authority to an emergency shelter in the CoC
area, the person or family is immediately placed in an emergency shelter. Once
they are stabilized, the CES will conduct their assessment for referral to another
project or services, depending on their need and profile. Once referred to a CoC
project, a case manager is assigned to analyze the information provided at that
time and through an interview with the survivor develop a service plan. The
Case Manager is in charge of referring to the corresponding services in the
project, the entities that form the CoC or to other external service providers. To
that end, the projects have collaborative agreements with a variety of actors,
including health care entities, other permanent housing providers, educational
entities, and providers of other social services. The case manager is also
responsible for ensuring the effectiveness of the referrals, i.e., that the person is
actually receiving services. To support these processes, the CoC has a
directory of services. In addition, the Department of the Family, as a
collaborative applicant of the CoC, provides support in coordinating with
government agencies that provide mainstream benefits, in order to streamline
and ensure access.

1C-5e. Including Safety, Planning, and Confidentiality Protocols in Coordinated Entry to Address the
Needs of Domestic Violence, Dating Violence, Sexual Assault, and Stalking Survivors.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.e.

Describe in the field below how your CoC’s coordinated entry includes:

1. safety protocols,

2. planning protocols, and

3. confidentiality protocols.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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The CoC’s written standards and coordinated entry policies and procedures
include safety, planning and confidentiality protocols specifically for persons
fleeing domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking
survivors. The coordinated entry process for survivors of violence is
confidential, through a separate platform allowing exceptions in evaluation
procedures for eligibility priority. In order to ensure the security and
confidentiality of the processes associated with persons fleeing violence and
that they are placed in emergency or temporary living arrangements in an
expeditious manner, the CES maintains close collaboration with the shelters
and specialized entities, as well as the agencies with authority in the matter
(Police Department, Judicial Branch, among others), ensuring that all protocols
established by said agencies are followed. As established in the COC CES
P&P, when a DV case is received by the CES or is directly referred by an
authority to an emergency shelter in the CoC area, they are immediately placed.
Once stabilized in the shelter, the CES will conduct its assessment to refer the
participants to other services or for a housing project that meets their needs.
Once placed in a Transitional Housing Project or Permanent Housing Project
(according to need), a Case Manager is assigned who informs the participants
about transfer plans and, based on the information gathered by the CES and
the intake interview, will develop a plan that will prioritize safety, and that
individuals and families have access to services according to their needs.  CES
Staff members have received training in DV and receive TA from DV providers,
to adequately evaluate housing and service needs, identify available projects in
the HMIS alternate database, consult with clients on choice and refer to the
most appropriate placement. The CES is currently in the process of joining the
Municipality of San Juan in its DV response system as a point of entry as well
as adding a DV access office in the northern region of the CoC (Vega Alta) with
a dedicated approach to victims and their needs.

1C-6. Addressing the Needs of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer+–Anti-Discrimination
Policy and Training.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.f.

1. Did your CoC implement a written CoC-wide anti-discrimination policy ensuring that LGBTQ+ individuals and
families receive supportive services, shelter, and housing free from discrimination?

Yes

2. Did your CoC conduct annual CoC-wide training with providers on how to effectively implement the Equal Access
to Housing in HUD Programs Regardless of Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity (Equal Access Final Rule)?

Yes

3. Did your CoC conduct annual CoC-wide training with providers on how to effectively implement Equal Access in
Accordance With an Individual's Gender Identity in Community Planning and Development Programs  (Gender
Identity Final Rule)?

Yes

1C-6a. Anti-Discrimination Policy–Updating Policies–Assisting Providers–Evaluating
Compliance–Addressing Noncompliance.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.f.

Describe in the field below:

1. whether your CoC updates its CoC-wide anti-discrimination policy, as necessary, based on
stakeholder feedback;

2. how your CoC assisted providers in developing project-level anti-discrimination policies that are
consistent with the CoC-wide anti-discrimination policy ensuring that LGBTQ+ individuals and
families receive supportive services, shelter, and housing free from discrimination;
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3. your CoC’s process for evaluating compliance with your CoC’s anti-discrimination policies; and

4. your CoC’s process for addressing noncompliance with your CoC’s anti-discrimination policies.

(limit 2,500 characters)
1)The CoC have anti-discrimination policies and procedures for ensuring that
LGBT individuals and families receive supportive services, shelter, and housing
free from discrimination that it updates periodically based on input from CoC
members and other stakeholders working on the issue. The methods for
collecting stakeholder input used by the CoC include meetings with CoC
members and consultation with project staff. The input is shared with the
relevant CoC committees to promote policy changes as needed, disseminate
them and train projects on the issue.  2) For purposes of assisting providers in
the revision of their anti-discrimination policies, the CoC, with the assistance of
legal advisors, developed a template of P&Ps and conducted training with
providers. The CoC also  one-on-one technical assistance to projects.
Moreover, during this year, the CoC established an agreement with the Puerto
Rico Civil Rights Commission for the purpose of providing further training in this
matter. The Commission was established in 1965 by Act No. 102-1965, with the
purpose of providing protection for human rights and ensuring strict compliance
with the laws that protect them. It conducts studies and investigations on the
observance of human rights in Puerto Rico and hears complaints filed for its
consideration by citizens. The most recent training provided to CoC members
by the Commission took place on July 8, 2022. 3)For the purpose of evaluating
compliance with CoC’s anti-discrimination policies, this aspect is included in
COC annual monitoring. As well, new and renewal projects were asked to
certify that they have updated policies that have been reviewed from an equity
and non-discrimination perspective and to provide evidence to that effect. The
policy excerpts submitted by the CoC were revised to provide recommendations
in this regard. Likewise, one of the elements taken into consideration for the FY
2022 competition was precisely to have updated and revised policies from an
equity perspective. (4) To date, the CoC has not had problems of non-
compliance with these policies, but if they come up, both the policies and
procedures of the Coordinated Entry System and the CoC charter include a
procedure for complaints, which are addressed in the appropriate committees.
Sanctions can range from policy development or revision by the Project to
sanctions that impact the competition process. Besides, the CES is a FH
certified agency, and provides support with complaints.

1C-7. Public Housing Agencies within Your CoC’s Geographic Area–New Admissions–General/Limited
Preference–Moving On Strategy.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.g.

You must upload the PHA Homeless Preference\PHA Moving On Preference attachment(s) to the
4B. Attachments Screen.

Enter information in the chart below for the two largest PHAs highlighted in gray on the FY 2021
CoC-PHA Crosswalk Report or the two PHAs your CoC has a working relationship with–if there is
only one PHA in your CoC’s geographic area, provide information on the one:
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Public Housing Agency Name
Enter the Percent of New Admissions into Public
Housing and Housing Choice Voucher Program

During FY 2021 who were experiencing
homelessness at entry

Does the PHA have a
General or Limited

Homeless Preference?

Does the PHA have a
Preference for current

PSH program
participants no longer

needing intensive
supportive services,

e.g., Moving On?

PUERTO RICO PUBLIC HOUSING
ADMINISTRATION

5% Yes-Both Yes

MUNICIPALITY OF SAN JUAN 14% Yes-HCV Yes

1C-7a. Written Policies on Homeless Admission Preferences with PHAs.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.g.

Describe in the field below:

1. steps your CoC has taken, with the two largest PHAs within your CoC’s geographic area or the
two PHAs your CoC has working relationships with, to adopt a homeless admission preference–if
your CoC only has one PHA within its geographic area, you may respond for the one; or

2. state that your CoC  has not worked with the PHAs in its geographic area to adopt a homeless
admission preference.

(limit 2,500 characters)
Both PHAs are part of the CoC and have preferences for the homeless
population.

1C-7b. Moving On Strategy with Affordable Housing Providers.

Not Scored–For Information Only

Select yes or no in the chart below to indicate affordable housing providers in your CoC’s
jurisdiction that your recipients use to move program participants to other subsidized housing:

1. Multifamily assisted housing owners Yes

2. PHA Yes

3. Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) developments Yes

4. Local low-income housing programs Yes

Other (limit 150 characters)

5.

1C-7c. Include Units from PHA Administered Programs in Your CoC’s Coordinated Entry.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.g.

In the chart below, indicate if your CoC includes units from the following PHA programs in your
CoC’s coordinated entry process?
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1. Emergency Housing Vouchers (EHV) Yes

2. Family Unification Program (FUP) No

3. Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) Yes

4. HUD-Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing (HUD-VASH) Yes

5. Mainstream Vouchers No

6. Non-Elderly Disabled (NED) Vouchers No

7. Public Housing No

8. Other Units from PHAs:

1C-7d. Submitting CoC and PHA Joint Applications for Funding for People Experiencing Homelessness.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.g.

1. Did your CoC coordinate with a PHA(s) to submit a competitive joint application(s) for funding
or jointly implement a competitive project serving individuals or families experiencing
homelessness (e.g., applications for mainstream vouchers, Family Unification Program
(FUP), other programs)?

No

Program Funding Source

2. Enter the type of competitive project your CoC coordinated with a PHA(s) to submit a joint
application for or jointly implement.

1C-7e. Coordinating with PHA(s) to Apply for or Implement HCV Dedicated to Homelessness Including
Emergency Housing Voucher (EHV).

NOFO Section VII.B.1.g.

Did your CoC coordinate with any PHA to apply for or implement funding provided for Housing Choice
Vouchers dedicated to homelessness, including vouchers provided through the American Rescue
Plan?

Yes

1C-7e.1. List of PHAs with Active MOUs to Administer the Emergency Housing Voucher (EHV) Program.

Not Scored–For Information Only

Does your CoC have an active Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with any PHA to administer the
EHV Program?

Yes

If you select yes to question 1C-7e.1., you must use the list feature below to enter the name of every
PHA your CoC has an active MOU with to administer the Emergency Housing Voucher Program.

PHA

MUNICIPALITY OF C...

MUNICIPALITY OF A...

MUNICIPALITY OF C...

MUNICIPALITY OF S...
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1C-7e.1. List of PHAs with MOUs

Name of PHA: MUNICIPALITY OF CAMUY RQ040

1C-7e.1. List of PHAs with MOUs

Name of PHA: MUNICIPALITY OF ARECIBO RQ020

1C-7e.1. List of PHAs with MOUs

Name of PHA: MUNICIPALITY OF COROZAL HOUSING
AUTHORITY RQ023

1C-7e.1. List of PHAs with MOUs

Name of PHA: MUNICIPALITY OF SAN JUAN RQ006
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1D. Coordination and Engagement Cont’d

1D-1. Discharge Planning Coordination.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.h.

Select yes or no in the chart below to indicate whether your CoC actively coordinates with the
systems of care listed to ensure persons who have resided in them longer than 90 days are not
discharged directly to the streets, emergency shelters, or other homeless assistance programs.

1. Foster Care Yes

2. Health Care Yes

3. Mental Health Care Yes

4. Correctional Facilities Yes

1D-2. Housing First–Lowering Barriers to Entry.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.i.

1. Enter the total number of new and renewal CoC Program-funded PSH, RRH, SSO non-coordinated
entry, Safe-Haven, and Transitional Housing projects your CoC is applying for in FY 2022 CoC
Program Competition.

31

2. Enter the total number of new and renewal CoC Program-funded PSH, RRH, SSO non-coordinated
entry, Safe-Haven, and Transitional Housing projects your CoC is applying for in FY 2022 CoC
Program Competition that have adopted the Housing First approach.

29

3. This number is a calculation of the percentage of new and renewal PSH, RRH, SSO non-Coordinated
Entry, Safe-Haven, and Transitional Housing projects the CoC has ranked in its CoC Priority Listing in
the FY 2022 CoC Program Competition that reported that they are lowering barriers to entry and
prioritizing rapid placement and stabilization to permanent housing.

94%

1D-2a. Project Evaluation for Housing First Compliance.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.i.

Describe in the field below:

1. how your CoC evaluates every recipient–that checks Housing First on their Project Application–to
determine if they are actually using a Housing First approach;

2. the list of factors and performance indicators your CoC uses during its evaluation; and

3. how your CoC regularly evaluates projects outside of the competition to ensure the projects are
using a Housing First approach.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)The CoC PR 502 uses HUD’s Housing First Assessment Tool to ensure that
every recipient that checks Housing First on their Project Application for CoC
Funds is actually using a Housing First approach. Moreover, monitoring
procedures include the review of Housing First. As well, the CES manual
establishes policies and procedures to ensure that the referral and placement of
participants complies with the Housing First approach in projects that have
committed to it. The CES manual establishes a procedure where it, in
conjunction with the CA and the members of the CES Committee, conducts an
analysis of rejections to identify if they are due to causes related to non-
compliance with Housing First principles. As a result of this analysis, several
actions may be taken, including one-on-one assistance, training or sanctions.
The CES also provides training on actions that may imply noncompliance with
HF. Moreover, monitoring procedures include the review of Housing First
including sanctions in the event that they are not in compliance.  2)Based on
HUD’s guidance, the factors the CoC uses in its evaluation include: Access,
Evaluation, Service, Housing and Leases, and Project-specific aspects. The tool
calculates which of these categories are applicable by project type. 3) CoC uses
this tool for all projects within the PR 502 geographic area (Coordinated Entry,
Street Outreach, Emergency Shelter, Transitional Housing, Rapid Rehousing,
and Permanent Supportive Housing), including projects outside of the
competition. The information derived from the tool is combined with information
from the CES and the HMIS. The CA coordinates with the state ESG program
for the inclusion of HF requirements in their contracts and in their monitoring
procedures.

1D-3. Street Outreach–Scope.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.j.

Describe in the field below:

1. your CoC’s street outreach efforts, including the methods it uses to ensure all persons
experiencing unsheltered homelessness are identified and engaged;

2. whether your CoC’s Street Outreach covers 100 percent of the CoC’s geographic area;

3. how often your CoC conducts street outreach; and

4. how your CoC tailored its street outreach to persons experiencing homelessness who are least
likely to request assistance.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)Reaching the unsheltered population and connecting them to housing and
services is one of the CoC’s top priorities. According to the most recent Point in
Time Survey conducted during 2022, 67.5% of the persons counted were
unsheltered, a proportion that has increased since 2015, when it was 64.2%. It
is for this reason that over the past years the CoC has reformulated outreach
efforts through innovative, data-driven strategies. CoC projects, in coordination
with ESG and ESG-CV recipients and subrecipients, conduct street outreach
efforts through mobile units, community impact events and other special
activities. Together they add to over 22, the total number of projects
implementing outreach efforts. PIT and HMIS data are used to map strategic
routes for greater impact. In the context of the pandemic, adjustments were
made to continue outreach activities in accordance with required security
measures, combining these efforts with testing and vaccination activities. The
CoC established a Community Impact Committee, which integrates CoC
members and other stakeholders to develop strategies for street outreach,
including high impact activities in coordination with other agencies and NPOs.
2)The CoC outreach efforts cover 100% of its geographic area. 3)Every day
there is at least one CoC member doing outreach, including the CES. 4)In order
to tailor street outreach activities to persons experiencing homelessness, who
are the least likely to request assistance, the CoC uses data from the PIT, and
the HMIS and CES. These populations are, by nature, the most difficult to
assist. Peer-to-peer outreach, the use of experienced CMs, integrated efforts
among providers, outreach in health fairs and soup kitchens, providing services
through mobile units, and outreach in varied contexts are strategies to reach
CH, youth, LGBTT, elderly, and recent homeless, some of the populations least
likely to request assistance. Most CoC projects assertively target those with
MH/SA disorders promoting both housing and treatment. Integrated outreach
efforts between several CoC organizations are also one of the strategies
employed by the CoC that has proven to be effective in reaching populations
less likely to request access to services.  Projects also have agreements with
other services providers for purposes of referals.

1D-4. Strategies to Prevent Criminalization of Homelessness.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.k.

Select yes or no in the chart below to indicate strategies your CoC implemented to ensure
homelessness is not criminalized and to reverse existing criminalization policies  in your CoC’s
geographic area:

Ensure Homelessness
 is not Criminalized

Reverse Existing
Criminalization Policies

1. Engaged/educated local policymakers Yes Yes

2. Engaged/educated law enforcement Yes Yes

3. Engaged/educated local business leaders Yes Yes

4. Implemented community wide plans Yes Yes

5. Other:(limit 500 characters)
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1D-5.  Rapid Rehousing–RRH Beds as Reported in the Housing Inventory Count (HIC).

NOFO Section VII.B.1.l.

2021 2022

Enter the total number of RRH beds available to serve all populations as reported in the
HIC–only enter bed data for projects that have an inventory type of “Current.”

158 211

1D-6. Mainstream Benefits–CoC Annual Training of Project Staff.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.m.

Indicate in the chart below whether your CoC trains program staff annually on the following
mainstream benefits available for program participants within your CoC's geographic area:

Resource CoC Provides
Annual Training?

1. Food Stamps Yes

2. SSI–Supplemental Security Income No

3. TANF–Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Yes

4. Substance Abuse Programs Yes

5. Employment Assistance Programs Yes

6. Other (limit 150 characters)

1D-6a. Information and Training on Mainstream Benefits and Other Assistance.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.m

Describe in the field below how your CoC:

1. systemically provides up-to-date information on mainstream resources available for program
participants (e.g., Food Stamps, SSI, TANF, substance abuse programs) within your CoC’s
geographic area;

2. works with project staff to collaborate with healthcare organizations, including substance abuse
treatment and mental health treatment, to assist program participants with receiving healthcare
services; and

3. works with projects to promote SSI/SSDI Outreach, Access, and Recovery (SOAR) certification of
program staff.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)The CoC’s CA, the PRDF, is the agency in charge of the Food stamps, TANF,
and SSDI programs (ADSEF). Having direct access to the information and to
expert staff, helps the CoC be updated regarding mainstream resources
available. This also facilitates referrals to, and obtaining, mainstream benefits
for participants. Recently, the CA organized a meeting with the director of
ADSEF and the CoC programs' directors to address barriers in access to
services by the homeless population. Other agencies such as the Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Administration, are also part of the CoC and
constantly provide information to its staff on benefits for the homeless
population. CoC disseminates the availability of mainstream resources and
other assistance information to projects continuously by doing presentations
during CoC and committees’ meetings and by sharing information through
emails, phone calls, the webpage and social media. 2)Within the CoC’s
geographic area, there is a large array of healthcare providers, both public and
private, with which the CoC coordinates efforts for helping participants apply for
aid. CoC coordinates with the PR Health Insurance Administration (ASES) for
access to Plan Vital, Puerto Rico’s public healthcare program. In those
instances, in which there may be a delay in accessing Plan Vital or some
vulnerable populations such as immigrants, participants are referred to Section
330 Primary Health Clinics in the CoC area and RW funded clinics.
Furthermore, various projects have collaborative agreements with ASES, the
administrator of Plan Vital, which sends personnel to the respective entities in
order to register participants. In the case of domestic violence projects, there is
a virtual network which connects survivors immediately to healthcare services
and resources. 3) CES and ASMMCA employees were SOAR Certified,
however, at the current time PR is not eligible to SSI. For SSDI, which is
administered by the PRDF (CoC CA), SOAR certification is not recognized.
Employees from CBOs and other members of the CoC, who are capable of
assisting individuals, provide their  support during the process. It is important to
note too, that the CoC is in constant collaboration with the Social Security local
director. Both entities communicates practically on a weekly basis for sharing
information on benefits and access to services.

1D-7. Increasing Capacity for Non-Congregate Sheltering.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.n.

Describe in the field below how your CoC is increasing its capacity to provide non-congregate
sheltering.

(limit 2,500 characters)
The CoC promoted an increase in non-congregate shelter capacity through
coordination with State's ESG Program and ESG Entitlement Programs within
the geographic area, to include that component in the ESG-CV funding
distribution. As part of the ESG-CV funding award, a total of seven (7) non-
congregate shelters or temporary emergency shelters were funded, that added
a total of 44 beds in the CoC. Furthermore, the CoC is collaborating with and
providing input to HOME American Rescue Plan Recipients to promote the
expansion of the unsheltered shelter network. It is worth to note that the
Municipality of San Juan, was the first provider to implement non-congregate
shelter, through hotel vouchers and currently, there are is another provider, the
network for the rights of children and youth.
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ID-8. Partnerships with Public Health Agencies–Collaborating to Respond to and Prevent Spread of
Infectious Diseases.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.o.

Describe in the field below how your CoC effectively collaborates with state and local public health
agencies to:

1. develop CoC-wide policies and procedures to respond to infectious disease outbreaks; and

2. prevent infectious disease outbreaks among people experiencing homelessness.

(limit 2,500 characters)
1) The CoC effectively collaborates with state and local public health agencies
to develop CoC-wide policies and procedures to respond to infectious disease
outbreaks. Since the beginning of the pandemic the CoC has maintained close
communication with the Puerto Rico Department of Health, primary health
centers (Section 330), the Municipality of San Juan local health system and
other health related agencies to respond to the COVID-19 and prepare for
future infectious disease outbreaks. Most of these entities are also members of
the CoC and participate in meetings where policies and procedures are revised.
The CoC collaborated with the PR Department of Health in the development of
the "Guide for the Prevention of Transmission of Respiratory Infections in
Centers Serving the Homeless" which was distributed to all projects and
published in the CoCs Webpage as part of the response to COVID-19. 2) To
prevent infectious disease outbreaks among people experiencing
homelessness in the future, during the pandemic, the CoC procured services for
the update of the CoC’s and the projects emergency plans and provided training
on measures to improve readiness for future public health emergencies. The
service provider selected to collaborate in this effort was Heriberto Saurí, former
director of the State Emergency Management Administration. Saurí has a
master’s degree in public health, and over 40 years of experience in emergency
response planning. As a result, project staff was trained on the subject and
updated its emergency and response plans.

ID-8a. Collaboration With Public Health Agencies on Infectious Diseases.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.o.

Describe in the field below how your CoC effectively equipped providers to prevent or limit
infectious disease outbreaks among program participants by:

1. sharing information related to public health measures and homelessness, and

2. facilitating communication between public health agencies and homeless service providers to
ensure street outreach providers and shelter and housing providers are equipped to prevent or
limit infectious disease outbreaks among program participants.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)The CoC shares information related to public health measures and
homelessness to providers to prevent or limit infectious disease outbreaks
among program participants through different channels, including virtual
trainings, periodic meetings with CoC members, sending of information via e-
mail and a CoC chat, and posting of information in the CoCs webpage and
social media. In fact, the CoC established a dedicated link in its Web Page, with
information regarding the COVID-19 response. During the COVD-19 pandemic,
these communication channels have proven to be effective, and will continue to
be used by the CoC on a regular basis. In addition, health-related topics are
part of the recurring topics included in the regular meetings of the CoC Board of
Directors and the membership. 2)The CoC continually provides facilitating
communication between public health agencies and homeless service providers
to ensure that street outreach providers and shelter and housing providers are
equipped to prevent or limit infectious disease outbreaks among program
participants. As soon as the first case of COVID-19 was registered in Puerto
Rico, the CoC convened its membership, as well as other stakeholders, to
develop an action plan to address the needs of individuals and families living
unsheltered, and those living in congregate shelters and transitional housing.
This action plan was developed in coordination with other public health and
safety agencies, following the guidelines issued by HUD and the Centers for
Disease Control. The plan outlined specific actions, roles and responsibilities of
CoC members and partners. In the case of emergency shelters and transitional
housing, protocols were developed for managing the facilities and taking the
corresponding safety measures with participants. Projects were instructed to
assess their facilities and needs for materials to ensure compliance with the
protocols. In addition, the creation of isolation areas for persons infected with
COVID-19 was recommended. In the case of the unsheltered population,
outreach efforts were coordinated for testing and linkage to services.  At the
project level, most projects established collaborative agreements with health
centers, laboratories and other community-based health organizations for
testing, vaccination and distribution of safety equipment.

1D-9. Centralized or Coordinated Entry System–Assessment Process.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.p.

Describe in the field below how your CoC’s coordinated entry system:

1. covers 100 percent of your CoC’s geographic area;

2. uses a standardized assessment process; and

3. is updated regularly using feedback received from participating projects and households that
participated in coordinated entry.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)The PR502 CE covers the entire CoC geographic area with an easy access
central office, and two more access points, and is currently in the process of
joining the municipality of San Juan in its DV response system as a point of
entry as well as adding a DV access office in the northern region of the CoC
(Vega Alta) with a dedicated approach to victims and their needs. To ensure
coverage of the entire area, the CE works according to a Hybrid model that
provides assessment and coordination of services at these facilities, and a toll-
free number for consultations. Additional efforts for coverage include a day and
night outreach program in areas of high incidence of homelessness in
collaboration with COC partners and a peer outreach team.  2) Assessment
processes for the CEs, were developed through a participatory process with
CoC members, and respond to the CoC Written Standards and the
corresponding regulations. It prioritizes by chronically homelessness and time of
homelessness, as approved by the COC. For purpose of the assessment the
CE utilizes VI-SPDAT (developed by Client Track and the HMIS), for individuals
and families as well as TAY-VISPDAT for Transition Age Youth to determine
vulnerability.  3) As part of the CoC Regulations, a permanent Coordinated
Entry System committee was created comprised of at least one representative
from the Coordinated Entry System delegate agency, one representative from
the HMIS Lead Agency, and one representative from each of the components
represented in the PR-502 CoC (including other HUD-funded programs that
may be required to use the CES). The Committee meets at least once every
two months and is responsible for ensuring compliance with the purpose of the
Coordinated Entry System and for continually evaluating policies and
procedures to incorporate any adjustments deemed necessary. In fact, the CES
is currently in the process of reviewing the procedures for victims of violence in
coordination with the DV Committee and the HMIS. Other ways in which input is
obtained from projects to determine what adjustments or measures are
necessary for the optimal functioning of the CES is through membership
surveys and consultations carried out as part of the system's evaluation
processes, as established in its policies and procedures.

1D-9a. Program Participant-Centered Approach to
Centralized or Coordinated Entry.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.p.

Describe in the field below how your CoC’s
coordinated entry system:

1. reaches people who are least likely to apply for
homeless assistance in the absence of special
outreach;

2. prioritizes people most in need of assistance;

3. ensures people most in need of assistance receive
permanent housing in a timely manner, consistent
with their preferences; and

4. takes steps to reduce burdens on people using
coordinated entry.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)In order to reach people who are least likely to apply for homelessness
assistance the CE uses its data, data from the PIT and the experience of CoC
members to establish outreach routes in areas of high incidence of
homelessness in the entire geographic area. Furthermore, the CE staff
systematically visits municipalities with a Case Management Mobile Unit and
maintains a close relationship with community leaders, mayors, hospitals,
correction centers and the justice system. Regular outreach activities are
conducted on a weekly basis, but high-impact activities are also carried out in
areas of high vulnerability and where there is a presence of populations that
typically do not ask for help. These activities are conducted in collaboration with
the members of the CoC and other stakeholders from the private, public and
nonprofit sectors. 2)According to CoC written standards, the CES prioritizes the
chronically homelessness and the time in which homelessness has
characterized the individuals. Thus, the CES is targeted to house those most in
need first. Permanent Housing with Supportive Services placements are
prioritized for those who have been homeless on the street or in emergency
shelter for at least one year and with the highest chronicity, thus serving those
most in need and most at risk if they remain homeless first, as determined in the
Written Standards. To determine vulnerability, the CES utilizes VISPDAT for
individuals and families and TAY-VISPDAT for Transition Age Youth. 3)To
ensure people most in need receive assistance in a timely manner, consistent
with their preferences, referrals to projects are generated within the HMIS in
real time and followed up is provided within 24 hours. 4) The CES Committee is
continually looking for strategies to reduce the burden on people using the
Coordinated System and how to handle the processes in a more expeditious
manner. To this end, in the case of DV, for example, additional entry points are
being integrated and procedures and forms are being revised so that the
information requested from victims is the minimum possible. This serves to
avoid the duplication of information that is requested, and the re-victimization of
individuals going through this type of situation.

1D-10. Promoting Racial Equity in Homelessness–Conducing Assessment.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.q.

1. Has your CoC conducted a racial disparities assessment in the last 3 years? Yes

2. Enter the date your CoC conducted its latest assessment for racial disparities. 06/14/2022

1D-10a. Process for Analyzing Racial Disparities–Identifying Racial Disparities in Provision or Outcomes of
Homeless Assistance.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.q.

Describe in the field below:

1. your CoC’s process for analyzing whether any racial disparities are present in the provision or
outcomes of homeless assistance; and

2. what racial disparities your CoC identified in the provision or outcomes of homeless assistance.
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(limit 2,500 characters)
1)At least every three years, the CoC conducts a disparity assessment,
following the parameters of the tool developed by HUD. The analysis combines
information from the PIT Survey, HMIS data, and demographic data for the
general population from the Census Bureau's American Community Survey.
The most recent analysis was conducted in June 2022, once the most recent
results were available from the sheltered and unsheltered count conducted in
2022. 2) On the occasions when the CoC had previously conducted the
analysis, it was under the impression that no significant differences by race
were observed and that the disparities were associated with other factors (e.g.,
socioeconomic status). However, as part of this latest analysis it is understood
that such differences do indeed exist. The CoC has a firm commitment to delve
deeper into these differences and implement whatever measures are necessary
to address them. Differences were observed with respect to race when
comparing data from the general population in Puerto Rico and those below the
poverty level with respect to persons experiencing homelessness or currently
receiving services. A higher proportion of people who identify as Black or
multiracial race was found in the case of the homeless population. In contrast,
no differences by ethnicity were observed. In the case of the Puerto Rican
population, 10% identify as black, 72% identify as white and 18% as multiracial
according to 2020 data from the American Community Survey. Of those below
the poverty level, 11% identify as black, 69% as white and 20% as multiracial.
However, in the case of the population identified in the PIT Survey, 24% identify
as black, while 34% identify as multiracial. In the case of the non-housed
subpopulation, these proportions are quite similar. On the other hand, with
respect to ethnicity, 98.7% of the population in Puerto Rico identifies as
Hispanic or Latino.

1D-10b. Strategies to Address Racial Disparities.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.q.

Select yes or no in the chart below to indicate the strategies your CoC is using to address any
racial disparities.

1. The CoC’s board and decisionmaking bodies are representative of the population served in the CoC. Yes

2. The CoC has identified steps it will take to help the CoC board and decisionmaking bodies better reflect the
population served in the CoC.

Yes

3. The CoC is expanding outreach in geographic areas with higher concentrations of underrepresented groups. Yes

4. The CoC has communication, such as flyers, websites, or other materials, inclusive of underrepresented groups. Yes

5. The CoC is training staff working in the homeless services sector to better understand racism and the intersection
of racism and homelessness.

Yes

6. The CoC is establishing professional development opportunities to identify and invest in emerging leaders of
different races and ethnicities in the homelessness sector.

Yes

7. The CoC has staff, committees, or other resources charged with analyzing and addressing racial disparities
related to homelessness.

Yes

8. The CoC is educating organizations, stakeholders, boards of directors for local and national nonprofit
organizations working on homelessness on the topic of creating greater racial and ethnic diversity.

Yes

9. The CoC reviewed coordinated entry processes to understand their impact on people of different races and
ethnicities experiencing homelessness.

Yes
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10. The CoC is collecting data to better understand the pattern of program use for people of different races and
ethnicities in its homeless services system.

Yes

11. The CoC is conducting additional research to understand the scope and needs of different races or ethnicities
experiencing homelessness.

Yes

Other:(limit 500 characters)

12.

1D-10c. Actions Taken to Address Known Disparities.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.q.

Describe in the field below the steps your CoC and homeless providers have taken to address
disparities identified in the provision or outcomes of homeless assistance.

(limit 2,500 characters)
In order to further understand the disparities that emerged from the CoC
analysis and to develop strategies to address them, the CA coordinated a
session to discuss the results with a consulting team and the CoC membership.
As a result of that conversation, it was deemed important to provide education
on the issue and a training session was held on June 29th focused on
addressing racial disparities in access to housing. In addition, the CoC has
been monitoring projects to ensure that their policies and procedures address
issues of disparity and that they have representatives of the BIPOC population
in management and leadership positions. As part of the 2022 funding
competition, this was precisely one of the criteria taken into consideration.
Proposing projects had to provide evidence of their policies and procedures and
how these have been revised from an equity perspective and their plans for
implementing equitable policies that do not impose barriers for the outreach to
the population and their access to services. During this next year the CoC will
continue to focus its efforts in educating CoC members and other service
providers, raising awareness, and promoting changes in public policies related
to disparities.

1D-10d. Tracking Progress on Preventing or Eliminating Disparities.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.q.

Describe in the field below the measures your CoC has in place to track progress on preventing or
eliminating disparities in the provision or outcomes of homeless assistance.

(limit 2,500 characters)
For purposes of tracking progress in preventing or eliminating disparities, the
CoC will continue data on the population being served through HMIS, and
information of the PIT count and the Census ACS. The type of data used
includes the racial and ethnic distribution of persons currently served by the
various components of the CoC, as well as persons identified in outreach
efforts. In addition, addressing disparities that may be observed by race is being
incorporated as part of the topics in the agenda of the CoC committees
quarterly meetings.
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1D-11. Involving Individuals with Lived Experience of Homelessness in Service Delivery and
Decisionmaking–CoC’s Outreach Efforts.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.r.

Describe in the field below your CoC’s outreach efforts (e.g., social media announcements,
targeted outreach) to engage those with lived experience of homelessness in leadership roles and
decision making processes.

(limit 2,500 characters)
The CoC and its projects use a variety of strategies to integrate persons with
lived experience of homelessness into leadership and decision-making
positions. These include targeted outreach, social media, virtual meetings and
email communications. The CoC has a permanent homelessness committee
comprised of persons with lived experience of homelessness and individuals
who have been at risk of homelessness. This committee meets at least
quarterly, to work in conjunction with the Collaborative Applicant to identify
needs, challenges and opportunities of the population. The committee played a
significant role in the planning of the last PIT Survey developing strategies to
reach hard-to-reach populations and in the revision of the survey questionnaire.
The committee itself provides recommendations to the CoC on outreach to the
homeless population on a regular basis, and recruits members for the
Committee or for other CoC working groups. As part of the process for
designing the local CoC competition, this committee met to provide their input
on the recommended criteria for evaluating projects and on the type of new
projects to be promoted. In fact, the bonuses that the CoC included in the local
competition (included in both, the regular competition and the supplementary
competition) were a result of the committee's recommendations. In addition, as
part of the competition, the proponent projects were required to certify that they
have people who had experienced homelessness in staff and leadership
positions, and that they have mechanisms in place to have the input of the
population in the provision of services.

1D-11a. Active CoC Participation of Individuals with Lived Experience of Homelessness.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.r.

Enter in the chart below the number of people with lived experience who currently participate in
your CoC under the five categories listed:

Level of Active Participation Number of People with
Lived Experience Within

the Last 7 Years or
Current Program

Participant

Number of People with
Lived Experience

Coming from Unsheltered
Situations

1. Included and provide input that is incorporated in the local planning process. 7 7

2. Review and recommend revisions to local policies addressing homelessness related to
coordinated entry, services, and housing.

7 7

3. Participate on CoC committees, subcommittees, or workgroups. 7 7

4. Included in the decisionmaking processes related to addressing homelessness. 7 7

5. Included in the development or revision of your CoC’s local competition rating factors. 7 7
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1D-11b. Professional Development and Employment Opportunities for Individuals with Lived Experience of
Homelessness.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.r.

Describe in the field below how your CoC or CoC membership organizations provide professional
development and employment opportunities to individuals with lived experience of homelessness.

(limit 2,500 characters)
As part of the strategies implemented by the CoC to increase participant access
to employment opportunities, the projects have agreements with private sector
entities, government agencies, and non-profit organizations. These agreements
are geared towards providing vocational training opportunities to homeless
individuals and prepare them for future employment. For example, through
these efforts, one of the projects of the CoC provides over 21 areas of
vocational training to enhance employment opportunities for participants.
Likewise, there are agreements with fast-food chains, retirement homes,
construction companies, among others, regarding job placements for homeless
individuals. CoC members also have special projects in place, for example:
Hogar Ruth, a DV project, trains women in non traditional occupations (e.g.
carpenters, handywomen), Hogar el Buen Pastor, has a job incentive project
and also provides training in skills for finding a job, while La Fondita promotes
micro-entrepreneurship in agriculture and other economic activities.  An
important aspect in the work of all CoC members is that they provide access to
employment opportunities within projects to homeless individuals who formerly
received services from these projects. In so doing, many jobs in projects of this
nature are occupied by former participants, which provides them with a sense of
achievement and enhanced dedication towards the current participants. The
CoC coordinates with public and private agents, including the Department of
Economic Development and Commerce, in charge of the WIOA program
statewide, municipal offices, job-placement agencies, foundations that support
employment programs, and others.

1D-11c. Routinely Gathering Feedback and Addressing Challenges of Individuals with Lived Experience of
Homelessness.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.r.

Describe in the field below how your CoC:

1. how your CoC routinely gathered feedback from people experiencing homelessness and people
who have received assistance through the CoC or ESG program on their experience receiving
assistance; and

2. the steps your CoC has taken to address challenges raised by people with lived experience of
homelessness

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1) The CoC obtains input from persons experiencing homelessness and those
who have received services through the previously mentioned Homeless
Committee, the participation of representatives of the population in CoC
meetings, social networks, and specific feedback channels that the projects
have established. Mechanisms that the projects have implemented for feedback
from the population served include Surveys, suggestion boxes and meetings.
Precisely, one of the criteria taken into consideration for this year’s competition
is that the projects should have mechanisms to obtain input from the population
experiencing homelessness or who have received services. 2) Information
gathered through these means is discussed at CoC Board meetings, as well as
meetings with the CoC membership and channeled to the appropriate
committees. The committees discuss the challenges and develop strategies to
address them, which are then brought to the membership for approval.
Likewise, the Homelessness Committee plays a very important role in
identifying and developing strategies to address these challenges.

1D-12. Increasing Affordable Housing Supply.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.t.

Describe in the field below at least 2 steps your CoC has taken in the past 12 months that engage
city, county, or state governments that represent your CoC’s geographic area regarding the
following:

1. reforming zoning and land use policies to permit more housing development; and

2. reducing regulatory barriers to housing development.

(limit 2,500 characters)
1&2) During the past 12 months, the CoC has taken several actions to engage
state government agencies and local governments (in our case municipalities),
in reforming zoning and land use policies, and reducing regulatory barriers to
allow for more affordable housing developments. These include meetings with
HUD HQ representatives and with the White House to advocate for changes in
FMRs and other aspects that affect access to affordable housing, educational
efforts and meetings with entities related to housing development, coordination
of efforts with local governments (municipalities) and the participation in
consultation process that are held as part of the analysis of impediments for
CPD funds. The CoC's membership also includes the Department of Housing,
the agency in charge of working on these issues, who recently conducted a
study on the cost and public policy barriers to affordable housing in Puerto Rico.
On the other hand, several of the entities that make up the CoC have
participated in the municipal planning efforts being carried out by the
Department of Housing with the municipalities, as part of the Development of
Municipal Recovery Plans subsidized with CDBG-DR 2017 funds, granted to
Puerto Rico in the context of Hurricane Maria. One of the issues addressed in
these plans is the need for zoning reforms or public land use policies in the
municipalities. As well, CoC members participated in public hearings and
consultation processes on consolidating planning processes, where these
issues are discussed.
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1E. Project Capacity, Review, and Ranking–Local
Competition

HUD publishes resources on the HUD.gov website at  CoC Program Competition  to assist you
in completing the CoC Application.  Resources include:

- Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care
Competition and Noncompetitive Award of Youth Homeless Demonstration Program Renewal
and Replacement Grants;
  - 24 CFR part 578;
    - FY 2022 CoC Application Navigational Guide;
  - Section 3 Resources;
  - PHA Crosswalk; and
   - Frequently Asked Questions

1E-1. Web Posting of Your CoC’s Local Competition Deadline–Advance Public Notice.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.a. and 2.g.

You must upload the Local Competition Deadline attachment to the 4B. Attachments Screen.

Enter the date your CoC published the deadline for project applicants to submit their applications to
your CoC’s local competition.

08/19/2022

1E-2. Project Review and Ranking Process Your CoC Used in Its Local Competition.  We use the
response to this question and the response in Question 1E-2a along with the required
attachments from both questions as a factor when determining your CoC’s eligibility for bonus
funds and for other NOFO criteria below.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.a., 2.b., 2.c., and 2.d.

You must upload the Local Competition Scoring Tool attachment to the 4B. Attachments Screen.

Select yes or no in the chart below to indicate how your CoC ranked and selected project
applications during your local competition:

1. Established total points available for each project application type. Yes

2. At least 33 percent of the total points were based on objective criteria for the project application (e.g.,
cost effectiveness, timely draws, utilization rate, match, leverage), performance data, type of
population served (e.g., DV, youth, Veterans, chronic homelessness), or type of housing proposed
(e.g., PSH, RRH).

Yes

3. At least 20 percent of the total points were based on system performance criteria for the project
application (e.g., exits to permanent housing destinations, retention of permanent housing, length of
time homeless, returns to homelessness).

Yes

4. Provided points for projects that addressed specific severe barriers to housing and services. Yes

5. Used data from comparable databases to score projects submitted by victim service providers. Yes
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1E-2a. Scored Project Forms for One Project from Your CoC’s Local Competition.  We use the response
to this question and Question 1E-2. along with the required attachments from both questions as a
factor when determining your CoC’s eligibility for bonus funds and for other NOFO criteria below.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.a., 2.b., 2.c., and 2.d.

You must upload the Scored Forms for One Project attachment to the 4B. Attachments Screen.

Complete the chart below to provide details of your CoC’s local competition:

1. What were the maximum number of points available for the renewal project form(s)? 165

2. How many renewal projects did your CoC submit? 33

3. What renewal project type did most applicants use? PH-PSH

1E-2b. Addressing Severe Barriers in the Local Project Review and Ranking Process.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.d.

Describe in the field below:

1. how your CoC collected and analyzed data regarding each project that has successfully housed
program participants in permanent housing;

2. how your CoC analyzed data regarding how long it takes to house people in permanent housing;

3. how your CoC considered the specific severity of needs and vulnerabilities experienced by
program participants preventing rapid placement in permanent housing or the ability to maintain
permanent housing when your CoC ranked and selected projects; and

4. considerations your CoC gave to projects that provide housing and services to the hardest to
serve populations that could result in lower performance levels but are projects your CoC needs in
its geographic area.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1&2) The review and ranking process developed by the CoC for this competition
is based on HUD’s Project Rating and Ranking Tool, version 6. Based on those
guidelines, the CoC incorporated specific system performance criteria for the
project application including length of time of homelessness and placement in
permanent housing destinations. Information analyzed from each project was
based on the information provided by the most recent APR.  Length of stay was
based on questions, APR Q22c (RRH, PSH) and APR Q22b (TH), while in the
case of exits to permanent housing APR Q23a & Q23b was used for RRH &TH
projects and for PSH projects it was a calculation in which leavers to all
destinations (APR Q23a and Q23b) were subtracted from number of
participants (APR Q7) to determine number of stayers; then leavers were added
to permanent housing destinations (APR Q23a &Q23b); and finally stayers and
leavers to permanent housing destinations were divided by the number of
participants (APR Q7).
3&4)Objective criteria targeted to the priorization of projects that serve the
populations with the more severe needs and vulnerabilities was included
according to needs and priorities identified by the CoC in its most recent GAP
Assessment and most recent Sheltered and Unsheltered PIT Count (2022).
Criteria included those associated with CH, Mental Health/Substance Abuse,
and unsheltered population (particularly those coming from the street). The
process included a specific criterion that gave additional points to projects
implementing a HF and low barriers approach, and points for those providing
services to vulnerable populations as mentioned. As such, projects serving CH
participants with specific vulnerabilities such as CH, physical and/or MH/SA
disabilities, victimization history, and criminal records through PSH options
(Housing First/Lower Barrier approach) received more points. In the case of
new projects, the CoC determined that priority would be given to PSH, SSO for
Coordinated Entry and RRH that served these populations.

1E-3. Promoting Racial Equity in the Local Competition Review and Ranking Process.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.e.

Describe in the field below:

1. how your CoC obtained input and included persons of different races, particularly those over-
represented in the local homelessness population;

2. how the input from persons of different races, particularly those over-represented in the local
homelessness population, affected how your CoC determined the rating factors used to review
project applications;

3. how your CoC included persons of different races, particularly those over-represented in the local
homelessness population, in the review, selection, and ranking process; and

4. how your CoC rated and ranked projects based on the degree to which their project has identified
any barriers to participation (e.g., lack of outreach) faced by persons of different races and
ethnicities, particularly those over-represented in the local homelessness population, and has
taken or will take steps to eliminate the identified barriers.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)To develop the evaluation and ranking process, the monitoring committee,
with a broad representation of CoC members by race and ethnicity, was
activated. This committee met for months to develop the Project Rating and
Ranking Tool. Of the total number of people on the committee, 33% are white,
56% are multiracial, 11% are black, while all are Latino or Hispanic.
Recommendations from the committee were presented to the CoC membership
for the input and approval. The CoC also obtained representation from these
populations through meetings with the Homeless Committee.
2)Recommendations from the monitoring committee were brought to the CoC,
and a period was provided for comments, questions and recommendations.
Afterwards, the CoC membership approved the project rating and ranking tool
and process. As mentioned, the Homeless Committee also had a very important
role in the process. The committee made several recommendations for the
evaluation of the projects, including the bonuses included at the local
competition
3)As mentioned, the monitoring committee in charge of developing the
evaluation and ranking process, has a broad representation of CoC members
by race and ethnicity. Of the total number of people on the committee, 33% are
white, 56% are multiracial, 11% are black, while all are Latino or Hispanic.
Recommendations from the committee were presented to the CoC
membership, with a diverse make-up, for their input and approval.
4)Following HUD's guidelines in the ranking tool version 6.0, several of the
competition criteria were aimed at identifying those organizations with
representation from the BIPOC population and people who have experienced or
are experiencing homelessness. As part of the competition process,
organizations were also required to submit evidence (and points were awarded
for it), that they have reviewed internal policies and procedures from an equity
perspective and have a plan to develop and implement equitable policies that
do not impose barriers to entry.

1E-4. Reallocation–Reviewing Performance of Existing Projects.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.f.

Describe in the field below:

1. your CoC’s reallocation process, including how your CoC determined which projects are
candidates for reallocation because they are low performing or less needed;

2. whether your CoC identified any projects through this process during your local competition this
year;

3. whether your CoC reallocated any low performing or less needed projects during its local
competition this year; and

4. why your CoC did not reallocate low performing or less needed projects during its local
competition this year, if applicable.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)The reallocation process was approved by the CoC and considers the
project’s performance, compliance and effectiveness, as well as its role in
relation to the CoC Strategic Plan and the needs identified. Projects are
evaluated by an independent committee and one of four types of reallocations
may be applied: reduction by 10% of the budget of a project that has an
unexpended balance of grant funds of 10% or more in the prior 2 years, by
reassigning to a new project of the same or other provider; elimination of all of
the funds of a project that has obtained a score of 69.5% or less on the tool, to
reassign funds for the operation of a new project to a new provider; elimination
of all of the funds of a project that has obtained a score of 69.5% or less on the
tool and that has an unexpended balance, that is reassigned for various new
projects, or an elimination of all funds of various projects that have obtained a
score of 69.5% or less on the tool to measure performance, so as to reassign
the funds for a new project or for various projects. The reallocation process was
communicated by posting it on the CoC Webpage and social media and
discussing it at the meetings related to the competition process. In addition, it
was sent via email, to all members of the CoC. 2)No projects were identified for
reallocation. 3)The CoC did not reallocate any low performing or less needed
projects during its local competition this year 4) The CoC did not reallocate any
low performing or less needed projects since none of the previously mentioned
conditions were met, and all the projects obtained a score higher than 69.5%. It
is important to note that the CoC decided that those organizations that came out
lowest in the ranking should obtain technical assistance in the areas in which
they were weakest.

1E-4a. Reallocation Between FY 2017 and FY 2022.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.f.

Did your CoC cumulatively reallocate at least 20 percent of its ARD between FY 2017 and FY 2022? No

1E-5. Projects Rejected/Reduced–Notification Outside of e-snaps.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.g.

You must upload the Notification of Projects Rejected-Reduced attachment to the 4B.
Attachments Screen.

1. Did your CoC reject or reduce any project application(s)? No

2. Did your CoC inform applicants why their projects were rejected or reduced? Yes

3. If you selected Yes for element 1 of this question, enter the date your CoC notified applicants that their
project applications were being rejected or reduced, in writing, outside of e-snaps.  If you notified
applicants on various dates, enter the latest date of any notification. For example, if you notified
applicants on 06/26/2022, 06/27/2022, and 06/28/2022, then you must enter 06/28/2022.

09/15/2022
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1E-5a. Projects Accepted–Notification Outside of e-snaps.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.g.

You must upload the Notification of Projects Accepted attachment to the 4B. Attachments Screen.

Enter the date your CoC notified project applicants that their project applications were accepted and
ranked on the New and Renewal Priority Listings in writing, outside of e-snaps.  If you notified
applicants on various dates, enter the latest date of any notification. For example, if you notified
applicants on 06/26/2022, 06/27/2022, and 06/28/2022, then you must enter 06/28/2022.

09/15/2022

1E-5b.  Local Competition Selection Results–Scores for All Projects.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.g.

You must upload the Final Project Scores for All Projects attachment to the 4B. Attachments
Screen.

Does your attachment include:
1. Applicant Names;
2. Project Names;
3. Project Scores;
4. Project Rank–if accepted;
5. Award amounts; and
6. Projects accepted or rejected status.

Yes

1E-5c. 1E-5c.  Web Posting of CoC-Approved Consolidated Application.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.g.

You must upload the Web Posting–CoC-Approved Consolidated Application attachment to the 4B.
Attachments Screen.

Enter the date your CoC posted the CoC-approved Consolidated Application on the CoC’s website or
partner’s website–which included:
1. the CoC Application; and
2. Priority Listings for Reallocation forms and all New, Renewal, and Replacement Project Listings.

09/28/2022

1E-5d. Notification to Community Members and Key
Stakeholders that the CoC-Approved
Consolidated Application is Posted on Website.

NOFO Section VII.B.2.g.

You must upload the Notification of CoC-
Approved Consolidated Application attachment
to the 4B. Attachments Screen.

Enter the date your CoC notified community members and key stakeholders that the CoC-
approved Consolidated Application has been posted on the CoC’s website or partner’s website.

09/28/2022
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2A. Homeless Management Information System
(HMIS) Implementation

HUD publishes resources on the HUD.gov website at  CoC Program Competition  to assist you
in completing the CoC Application.  Resources include:

- Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care
Competition and Noncompetitive Award of Youth Homeless Demonstration Program Renewal
and Replacement Grants;
  - 24 CFR part 578;
    - FY 2022 CoC Application Navigational Guide;
  - Section 3 Resources;
  - PHA Crosswalk; and
   - Frequently Asked Questions

2A-1. HMIS Vendor.

Not Scored–For Information Only

Enter the name of the HMIS Vendor your CoC is currently using. Client Track by
Eccovia Solutions

2A-2. HMIS Implementation Coverage Area.

Not Scored–For Information Only

Select from dropdown menu your CoC’s HMIS coverage area. Single CoC

2A-3.  HIC Data Submission in HDX.

NOFO Section VII.B.3.a.

Enter the date your CoC submitted its 2022 HIC data into HDX. 05/06/2022

2A-4. Comparable Database for DV Providers–CoC and HMIS Lead Supporting Data Collection and
Data Submission by Victim Service Providers.

NOFO Section VII.B.3.b.

In the field below:

1. describe actions your CoC and HMIS Lead have taken to ensure DV housing and service
providers in your CoC collect data in databases that meet HUD’s comparable database
requirements; and

2. state whether your CoC is compliant with the 2022 HMIS Data Standards.
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(limit 2,500 characters)
1) The HMIS has developed policies and procedures, (that are revised
periodically), to ensure that information is kept separate and safeguarded under
strict security measures. To ensure the best management of the system, HMIS
holds monthly training courses for the projects and provides one on-one
technical assistance if difficulties arise with the system. In addition, a monthly
performance and quality control report with null data is generated and sent to
each project individually for corrections or the corresponding measures.
Quarterly, HMIS Lead Agency conducts update meetings to HMIS data users.
The CoC uses Eccovia's Clienttrack DV Database, which allows projects to
submit de-identified aggregated system performance measures data for each
project in the comparable database to the CoC and HMIS lead. Although it is
not a requirement in the case of the DV projects, in recognition of the
importance of this information in understanding the needs of the DV population
and being able to appropriately focus CoC efforts, the HMIS provides the CoC
performance reports with aggregated data on a quarterly basis. 2) The HMIS
has a secure dedicated comparable database for DV providers that is in full
compliance with HUD’s 2022 HMIS Data Standards, and that is used by 100%
of DV projects.

2A-5. Bed Coverage Rate–Using HIC, HMIS Data–CoC Merger Bonus Points.

NOFO Section VII.B.3.c. and VII.B.7.

Enter 2022 HIC and HMIS data in the chart below by project type:

Project Type
Total Beds 2022

HIC
Total Beds in HIC
Dedicated for DV

Total Beds in HMIS HMIS Bed
Coverage Rate

1. Emergency Shelter (ES) beds 180 31 149 100.00%

2. Safe Haven (SH) beds 12 0 12 100.00%

3. Transitional Housing (TH) beds 328 108 220 100.00%

4. Rapid Re-Housing (RRH) beds 211 26 185 100.00%

5. Permanent Supportive Housing 1,252 24 1,228 100.00%

6. Other Permanent Housing (OPH) 255 0 255 100.00%

2A-5a. Partial Credit for Bed Coverage Rates at or Below 84.99 for Any Project Type in Question 2A-5.

NOFO Section VII.B.3.c.

For each project type with a bed coverage rate that is at or below 84.99 percent in question 2A-5,
describe:

1. steps your CoC will take over the next 12 months to increase the bed coverage rate to at least 85
percent for that project type; and

2. how your CoC will implement the steps described to increase bed coverage to at least 85 percent.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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Does not apply as the HMIS have a 100% of coverage.

2A-6.  Longitudinal System Analysis (LSA) Submission in HDX 2.0.

NOFO Section VII.B.3.d.

Did your CoC submit LSA data to HUD in HDX 2.0 by February 15, 2022, 8 p.m. EST? Yes
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2B. Continuum of Care (CoC) Point-in-Time (PIT)
Count

HUD publishes resources on the HUD.gov website at  CoC Program Competition  to assist you
in completing the CoC Application.  Resources include:

- Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care
Competition and Noncompetitive Award of Youth Homeless Demonstration Program Renewal
and Replacement Grants;
  - 24 CFR part 578;
    - FY 2022 CoC Application Navigational Guide;
  - Section 3 Resources;
  - PHA Crosswalk; and
   - Frequently Asked Questions

2B-1.  PIT Count  Date.

NOFO Section VII.B.4.b

Enter the date your CoC conducted its 2022 PIT count. 03/03/2022

2B-2. PIT Count Data–HDX Submission Date.

NOFO Section VII.B.4.b

Enter the date your CoC submitted its 2022 PIT count data in HDX. 05/06/2022

2B-3. PIT Count–Effectively Counting Youth.

NOFO Section VII.B.4.b.

Describe in the field below how during the planning process for the 2022 PIT count your CoC:

1. engaged stakeholders that serve homeless youth;

2. involved homeless youth in the actual count; and

3. worked with stakeholders to select locations where homeless youth are most likely to be
identified.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1)During the planning process, the PIT Committee engaged with stakeholders
that serve the homeless youth to revise the questionnaire and provide
recommendations on locations to count and ways of identifying youth. These
organizations included, the Network for the Rights of Children and Youth,
Mesón de Amor, IPVI, LGBTQI+ Center, among others. Likewise, the CoC
engaged students from various universities who participated in the planning and
count efforts, included the Medical Sciences campus of the University of Puerto
Rico.

2)The CoC established a campaign to recruit volunteers, through social media,
posters, direct contact efforts and meetings. Through the campaign, entitled
"That Every Person Counts," specific efforts were made to recruit youth
volunteers through meetings and contact with universities and post-secondary
schools. The campaign posters included a QR Code, through which people
could register as volunteers. As a result, the CoC was able to recruit 434
persons to participate in the count, a significant proportion of whom were
18–24-year-old. Volunteers for data collection, both from the community and
service providing entities, were trained regarding the specific instructions for
counting youth.

3)The PIT committee in coordination the organizations engaged for the process,
analyzed data from previous counts and information from outreach efforts
targeted to youth, to identify potential areas in which youth could be found.

2B-4. PIT Count–Methodology Change–CoC Merger Bonus Points.

NOFO Section VII.B.5.a and VII.B.7.c.

In the field below:

1. describe any changes your CoC made to your sheltered PIT count implementation, including
methodology or data quality changes between 2021 and 2022, if applicable;

2. describe any changes your CoC made to your unsheltered PIT count implementation, including
methodology or data quality changes between 2021 and 2022, if applicable; and

3. describe how the changes affected your CoC’s PIT count results; or

4. state “Not Applicable” if there were no changes or if you did not conduct an unsheltered PIT count
in 2022.

(limit 2,500 characters)
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1) Although the CoC used a similar methodology as in other counts, for the first
time it integrated the use of a CAPI (computer assisted personal interviewing)
system for data collection. The data collection tool was programed in the web-
based application Question Pro, and volunteers used computers, tablets or
cellphones to access the questionnaire. The CoC PIT Committee had access in
real time to a dashboard of the surveys that were being conducted. As it was
the first time the CoC used this technology, it was pilot tested only for purposes
of the sheltered count. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the PIT
Committee revised contact protocols and the instrument to reduce the time it
takes to be administered and added a brief question regarding the COVID-19
pandemic.
2)In the case of the unsheltered count, the count as in previous years, was
conducted using an approach based on a census. Considering the conditions
because of the pandemic, the PIT Committee evaluated the contact protocols
and the data gathering instruments and decided to have a short version of the
questionnaire that complies with the minimum information required by HUD. A
brief question was also incorporated to determine if homelessness was related
to a cause associated with COIVD-19. Providers conducting street outreach
efforts were also consulted to verify whether there have been changes in the
locations where homeless persons were sleeping, and that input was used to
map the counting routes.
3) As a result of the implementation of these changes, in both instances the
process flowed smoothly, without major obstacles. In the case of the question
that was added, it resulted in that about 4.1% of people attribute homelessness
to the consequences of COVID-19.
4) Does not apply.
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2C. System Performance

HUD publishes resources on the HUD.gov website at  CoC Program Competition  to assist you
in completing the CoC Application.  Resources include:

- Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care
Competition and Noncompetitive Award of Youth Homeless Demonstration Program Renewal
and Replacement Grants;
  - 24 CFR part 578;
    - FY 2022 CoC Application Navigational Guide;
  - Section 3 Resources;
  - PHA Crosswalk; and
   - Frequently Asked Questions

2C-1.  Reduction in the Number of First Time Homeless–Risk Factors Your CoC Uses.

NOFO Section VII.B.5.b.

In the field below:

1. describe how your CoC determined the risk factors to identify persons experiencing
homelessness for the first time;

2. describe your CoC’s strategies to address individuals and families at risk of becoming homeless;
and

3. provide the name of the organization or position title that is responsible for overseeing your CoC’s
strategy to reduce the number of individuals and families experiencing homelessness for the first
time

(limit 2,500 characters)
 1)The CoC determines risk factors for persons becoming homeless for the first
time through the analysis of social and economic data, reports from the HMIS
and the CE, and the discussion with CoC members, particularly prevention
service providers. The CoC maintains continuous communication with state
agencies and other stakeholders to identify risk factors. Factors considered
include mortgage/rent/utilities defaults, Mental Health and Substance Abuse
conditions, Domestic Violence and Unemployment. 2)The CoC implements a
comprehensive strategy for addressing individuals and families at risk of
becoming homeless that combines outreach, expedited placements through the
SSO CE and the coordination with a wide range of community stakeholders. In
2021, ESG prevention programs served # individuals and # families, providing
them with: payment of back rent and/or utilities for 6 months; case management
to help repair credit and access benefits; job training; coordination to prevent
discharge to homelessness; and RRH for 1st-time literally homeless. 3)Argie
Díaz, the Director of the State ESG Program is the person responsible for
overseeing CoC's strategies to reduce or end 1st time homelessness, working
with the CES and CoC Director and organizations receiving ESG Prevention
Grants.
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2C-2. Length of Time Homeless–CoC's Strategy to Reduce.

NOFO Section VII.B.5.c.

In the field below:

1. describe your CoC’s strategy to reduce the length of time individuals and persons in families
remain homeless;

2. describe how your CoC identifies and houses individuals and persons in families with the longest
lengths of time homeless; and

3. provide the name of the organization or position title that is responsible for overseeing your CoC’s
strategy to reduce the length of time individuals and families remain homeless.

(limit 2,500 characters)
1)The average length of time (LOT) CoC participants in emergency shelters,
safe havens and transitional housing remained homeless has been consistently
decreasing during the recent past. In FY 2021 it was # days, a reduction of #
days when compared to FY 2020. CoC Written Standards establish as a top
priority PH for homeless for the longest time and with greatest service needs
and providers have 48 hours to enter data in HMIS. Furthermore, of the 31
projects in the CoC, 29 have adopted the “Housing First” approach and are Low
Barrier. All projects coordinate with the SSO CE, using the Vulnerability
Instrument, focusing on, and placing, Chronic Homeless (CH) with priority. Total
beds dedicated to CH in the CoC is 829, according to the 2022 HIC.
Additionally, the CoC coordinates efforts with PH authorities, the PR
Department of Housing and other stakeholders to promote PSH participants
that no longer require intensive supportive services to move to other housing
arrangements, ensuring PSH projects focus on those with the greatest need. At
the project level, case management and the development of individual plans
based on the needs and characteristics of the population, play a significant role
in reducing the time of homelessness. 2)The CoC identifies and houses
individuals and persons in families homeless for the longest lengths of time
through the SSO CE system and information provided by the HMIS on a
quarterly basis. Meetings are held with the members of the CoC to discuss this
information and provide recommendations. As well, a CH Functional Zero
Committee was established that gathered specific data on CH to establish a
community queue to promote placement and reduce the time they remain
homeless. 3)Belinda Hill the SSO CE Director, is responsible for overseeing
CoC strategies to reduce length of time individuals and families remain
homeless.

2C-3. Exits to Permanent Housing Destinations/Retention of Permanent Housing–CoC’s Strategy

NOFO Section VII.B.5.d.

In the field below:

1. describe your CoC’s strategy to increase the rate that individuals and persons in families residing
in emergency shelter, safe havens, transitional housing, and rapid rehousing exit to permanent
housing destinations;

2. describe your CoC’s strategy to increase the rate that individuals and persons in families residing
in permanent housing projects retain their permanent housing or exit to permanent housing
destinations; and

3. provide the name of the organization or position title that is responsible for overseeing your CoC’s
strategy to increase the rate that individuals and families exit to or retain permanent housing.
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(limit 2,500 characters)
1)The CoC ES/SH/TH/RRH projects are using the SSO CE system by priority
criteria, to place participants in PH with supporting services, including case
management at the earliest date possible. The CES and the CoC organizations
are also collaborating with several stakeholders including landlords willing to
wait for deposits to facilitate placements, CBOs that provide appliances,
furniture, household articles, and agencies/organizations that offer
benefits/services. 2)The continuous revision of individual service plans based
on the participant’s reality and needs is one of the main retention strategies
used by the CoC. This strategy emphasizes the provision of support services
and the coordination of efforts to facilitate access to mainstream benefits and
employment. 3) Héctor Pagán from La Perla de Gran Precio is responsible for
overseeing CoC strategies regarding Exits to Permanent Housing
Destinations/Retention of Permanent Housing.

2C-4. Returns to Homelessness–CoC’s Strategy to Reduce Rate.

NOFO Section VII.B.5.e.

In the field below:

1. describe your CoC’s strategy to identify individuals and families who return to homelessness;

2. describe your CoC’s strategy to reduce the rate of additional returns to homelessness; and

3. provide the name of the organization or position title that is responsible for overseeing your CoC’s
strategy to reduce the rate individuals and persons in families return to homelessness.

(limit 2,500 characters)
(1) The CoC uses HMIS data to identify those returning to homelessness. SSO
CE uses outreach to reconnect with these participants to promote return to PSH
or alternative PH housing. (2)As part of the strategies used to reduce additional
returns to homelessness, the CoC organizations identify those at risk of
returning to homelessness in order to improve case management, coordinate
services needed, use collaborating entities to manage problems (mental health,
substance abuse, legal problems, among others), and work with the CE
System, to ensure compliance with CPD-17-01. (2) The continuous revision and
follow up on individual service plans provide the basis for organizations to
implement specific strategies based on the profile and the needs of the
participants. (3) Edlyn Ramos, Program Director for DAT, is the person
responsible for overseeing this strategy.

2C-5. Increasing Employment Cash Income–CoC's Strategy.

NOFO Section VII.B.5.f.

In the field below:

1. describe your CoC’s strategy to access employment cash sources;

2. describe how your CoC works with mainstream employment organizations to help individuals and
families experiencing homelessness increase their cash income; and

3. provide the organization name or position title that is responsible for overseeing your CoC’s
strategy to increase income from employment.
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(limit 2,500 characters)
1&2) During the past few years, the CoC has dedicated efforts to the
implementation of a data-driven strategy aimed at increasing access to
employment and income for our participants. The CoC continuously analyzes
the data related to these performance indicators and promotes collaborative
alliances with stakeholders to address pressing needs. Specific strategies
include employment fairs; outreach activities; development of individual plans
for the participants that establish goals based on their needs, skills, and
strengths; coordination with the Department of Labor, WIOA organizations, and
CDBG recipients to connect participants to opportunities. In addition, during the
past few years, the projects in the CoC have implemented innovative strategies
to promote entrepreneurship among participants, including the creation of
microenterprises, economic incentives for these endeavors, and vocational
workshops. Funded projects have successfully created in-house jobs,
coordinated with training and job sources. For example, the Fondita de Jesus
program conducts workshops to increase employability, which include topics
such as individual/family budgeting. “El Buen Pastor” and the Municipality of SJ,
are examples of projects that have programs with incentives for employment,
while there are other projects that have programs oriented to self-sufficiency for
the population of persons fleeing DV and the disabled. All projects within the
CoC encourage a work ethic and volunteering, and often employ former
participants when there are job opportunities. The CoC promotes collaborative
alliances with stakeholders to help families and individuals increase their cash
income, Dept. of Labor, CBDG recipients, WIOA organizations, and others to
connect participants to opportunities. Francine Sánchez, Director of Social and
Community Development at the Municipality of San Juan is responsible for
overseeing this CoC strategy.

2C-5a.  Increasing Non-employment Cash Income–CoC’s Strategy

NOFO Section VII.B.5.f.

In the field below:

1. describe your CoC’s strategy to access non-employment cash income; and

2. provide the organization name or position title that is responsible for overseeing your CoC’s
strategy to increase non-employment cash income.

(limit 2,500 characters)
1&2. Increasing non-employment cash income also involves consistent and
constructive collaboration with agencies who provide mainstream benefits. The
CoC works in conjunction with the PRDF (the Collaborative Applicant) to obtain
Nutritional and Economic Assistance and SSDI collaboration with the Veteran
Benefits Administration (represented in the CoC) has also been undertaken in
order to provide orientation and access to benefits for participants who are
veterans. In addition, collaboration with other state and federal agencies to
increase non-cash benefits constantly takes place in order to augment the
ability of the CoC to provide access to these and more benefits to participants.
As well, the CES has implemented a strategy for directly referring participants to
mainstream benefits when this need is identified during the assessment
interview. The CoC will be evaluating the results of this practice to further
expand it if it results in a timelier access to benefits. 3.Hilda Serrano from
ASMMCA is responsible for overseeing this CoC strategy.
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3A. Coordination with Housing and Healthcare

HUD publishes resources on the HUD.gov website at  CoC Program Competition  to assist you
in completing the CoC Application.  Resources include:

- Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care
Competition and Noncompetitive Award of Youth Homeless Demonstration Program Renewal
and Replacement Grants;
  - 24 CFR part 578;
    - FY 2022 CoC Application Navigational Guide;
  - Section 3 Resources;
  - PHA Crosswalk; and
   - Frequently Asked Questions

3A-1. New PH-PSH/PH-RRH Project–Leveraging Housing Resources.

NOFO Section VII.B.6.a.

You must upload the Housing Leveraging Commitment attachment to the 4B. Attachments
Screen.

Is your CoC applying for a new PH-PSH or PH-RRH project that uses housing subsidies or subsidized
housing units which are not funded through the CoC or ESG Programs to help individuals and families
experiencing homelessness?

No

3A-2. New PH-PSH/PH-RRH Project–Leveraging Healthcare Resources.

NOFO Section VII.B.6.b.

You must upload the Healthcare Formal Agreements attachment to the 4B. Attachments Screen.

Is your CoC applying for a new PH-PSH or PH-RRH  project that uses healthcare resources to help
individuals and families experiencing homelessness?

Yes

3A-3. Leveraging Housing/Healthcare Resources–List of Projects.

NOFO Sections VII.B.6.a. and VII.B.6.b.

If you selected yes to questions 3A-1. or 3A-2., use the list feature icon to enter information about each
project application you intend for HUD to evaluate to determine if they meet the criteria.

Project Name Project Type Rank Number Leverage Type

Jovenes Estables PH-PSH 34 Healthcare

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
Project: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR 502 COC_REG_2022_192140
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3A-3. List of Projects.

1. What is the name of the new project? Jovenes Estables

2. Enter the Unique Entity Identifier (UEI): MMB9TABV1KT8

3. Select the new project type: PH-PSH

4. Enter the rank number of the project on your
CoC’s Priority Listing:

34

5. Select the type of leverage: Healthcare

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
Project: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR 502 COC_REG_2022_192140
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3B. New Projects With Rehabilitation/New
Construction Costs

HUD publishes resources on the HUD.gov website at  CoC Program Competition  to assist you
in completing the CoC Application.  Resources include:

- Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care
Competition and Noncompetitive Award of Youth Homeless Demonstration Program Renewal
and Replacement Grants;
  - 24 CFR part 578;
    - FY 2022 CoC Application Navigational Guide;
  - Section 3 Resources;
  - PHA Crosswalk; and
   - Frequently Asked Questions

3B-1. Rehabilitation/New Construction Costs–New Projects.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.s.

Is your CoC requesting funding for any new project application requesting $200,000 or more in funding
for housing rehabilitation or new construction?

No

3B-2. Rehabilitation/New Construction Costs–New Projects.

NOFO Section VII.B.1.s.

If you answered yes to question 3B-1, describe in the field below actions CoC Program-funded
project applicants will take to comply with:

1. Section 3 of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 (12 U.S.C. 1701u); and

2. HUD’s implementing rules at 24 CFR part 75 to provide employment and training opportunities for
low- and very-low-income persons, as well as contracting and other economic opportunities for
businesses that provide economic opportunities to low- and very-low-income persons.

(limit 2,500 characters)

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
Project: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR 502 COC_REG_2022_192140
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3C. Serving Persons Experiencing Homelessness as
Defined by Other Federal Statutes

HUD publishes resources on the HUD.gov website at  CoC Program Competition  to assist you
in completing the CoC Application.  Resources include:

- Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care
Competition and Noncompetitive Award of Youth Homeless Demonstration Program Renewal
and Replacement Grants;
  - 24 CFR part 578;
    - FY 2022 CoC Application Navigational Guide;
  - Section 3 Resources;
  - PHA Crosswalk; and
   - Frequently Asked Questions

3C-1. Designating SSO/TH/Joint TH and PH-RRH Component Projects to Serving Persons
Experiencing Homelessness as Defined by Other Federal Statutes.

NOFO Section VII.C.

Is your CoC requesting to designate one or more of its SSO, TH, or Joint TH and PH-RRH component
projects to serve families with children or youth experiencing homelessness as defined by other
Federal statutes?

No

3C-2. Serving Persons Experiencing Homelessness as Defined by Other Federal Statutes.

NOFO Section VII.C.

You must upload the Project List for Other Federal Statutes attachment to the 4B. Attachments
Screen.

If you answered yes to question 3C-1, describe in the field below:

1. how serving this population is of equal or greater priority, which means that it is equally or more
cost effective in meeting the overall goals and objectives of the plan submitted under Section
427(b)(1)(B) of the Act, especially with respect to children and unaccompanied youth than serving
the homeless as defined in paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of the definition of homeless in 24 CFR
578.3; and

2. how your CoC will meet requirements described in Section 427(b)(1)(F) of the Act.

(limit 2,500 characters)

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
Project: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR 502 COC_REG_2022_192140
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4A. DV Bonus Project Applicants

HUD publishes resources on the HUD.gov website at  CoC Program Competition  to assist you
in completing the CoC Application.  Resources include:

- Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care
Competition and Noncompetitive Award of Youth Homeless Demonstration Program Renewal
and Replacement Grants;
  - 24 CFR part 578;
    - FY 2022 CoC Application Navigational Guide;
  - Section 3 Resources;
  - PHA Crosswalk; and
   - Frequently Asked Questions

4A-1. New DV Bonus Project Applications.

NOFO Section II.B.11.e.

Did your CoC submit one or more new project applications for DV Bonus Funding? No

Applicant Name

This list contains no items

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
Project: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR 502 COC_REG_2022_192140
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4B. Attachments Screen For All Application
Questions

We have provided the following guidance to help you successfully upload attachments and get maximum points:

1. You must include a Document Description for each attachment you upload; if you do not, the Submission Summary screen will
display a red X indicating the submission is incomplete.

2. You must upload an attachment for each document listed where ‘Required?’ is ‘Yes’.

3. We prefer that you use PDF files, though other file types are supported–please only use zip files if necessary.  Converting electronic
files to PDF, rather than printing documents and scanning them, often produces higher quality images.  Many systems allow you to
create PDF files as a Print option.  If you are unfamiliar with this process, you should consult your IT Support or search for
information on Google or YouTube.

4. Attachments must match the questions they are associated with.

5. Only upload documents responsive to the questions posed–including other material slows down the review process, which
ultimately slows down the funding process.

6. If you cannot read the attachment, it is likely we cannot read it either.

     . We must be able to read the date and time on attachments requiring system-generated dates and times, (e.g., a screenshot
displaying the time and date of the public posting using your desktop calendar; screenshot of a webpage that indicates date and
time).

     . We must be able to read everything you want us to consider in any attachment.

7. After you upload each attachment, use the Download feature to access and check the attachment to ensure it matches the required
Document Type and to ensure it contains all pages you intend to include.

Document Type Required? Document Description Date Attached

1C-7. PHA Homeless
Preference

No PHA PREFERENCE 09/27/2022

1C-7. PHA Moving On
Preference

No PHA MOVE ON STRATEGY 09/27/2022

1E-1. Local Competition
Deadline

Yes LOCAL COMPETITION... 09/27/2022

1E-2. Local Competition Scoring
Tool

Yes LOCAL SCORING TOOL 09/27/2022

1E-2a. Scored Renewal Project
Application

Yes

1E-5. Notification of Projects
Rejected-Reduced

Yes

1E-5a. Notification of Projects
Accepted

Yes

1E-5b. Final Project Scores for
All Projects

Yes

1E-5c. Web Posting–CoC-
Approved Consolidated
Application

Yes

1E-5d. Notification of CoC-
Approved Consolidated
Application

Yes

3A-1a.  Housing Leveraging
Commitments

No

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
Project: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR 502 COC_REG_2022_192140
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3A-2a. Healthcare Formal
Agreements

No Healthcare Formal... 09/27/2022

3C-2. Project List for Other
Federal Statutes

No

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
Project: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR 502 COC_REG_2022_192140
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Attachment Details

Document Description: PHA PREFERENCE

Attachment Details

Document Description: PHA MOVE ON STRATEGY

Attachment Details

Document Description: LOCAL COMPETITION DEADLINE

Attachment Details

Document Description: LOCAL SCORING TOOL

Attachment Details

Document Description:

Attachment Details

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
Project: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR 502 COC_REG_2022_192140
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Document Description:

Attachment Details

Document Description:

Attachment Details

Document Description:

Attachment Details

Document Description:

Attachment Details

Document Description:

Attachment Details

Document Description:

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
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Attachment Details

Document Description: Healthcare Formal Agreements

Attachment Details

Document Description:

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
Project: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR 502 COC_REG_2022_192140
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Submission Summary

Ensure that the Project Priority List is complete prior to submitting.

Page Last Updated

1A. CoC Identification 09/21/2022

1B. Inclusive Structure 09/27/2022

1C. Coordination and Engagement 09/27/2022

1D. Coordination and Engagement Cont’d 09/27/2022

1E. Project Review/Ranking 09/28/2022

2A. HMIS Implementation 09/28/2022

2B. Point-in-Time (PIT) Count 09/27/2022

2C. System Performance 09/27/2022

3A. Coordination with Housing and Healthcare 09/27/2022

3B. Rehabilitation/New Construction Costs 09/27/2022

3C. Serving Homeless Under Other Federal
Statutes

09/27/2022

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
Project: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR 502 COC_REG_2022_192140
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4A. DV Bonus Project Applicants 09/27/2022

4B. Attachments Screen Please Complete

Submission Summary No Input Required

Applicant: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR-502
Project: Puerto Rico Balance of Commonwealth CoC PR 502 COC_REG_2022_192140
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AVISO PÚBLICO


NOTIFICACIÓN DE OPORTUNIDAD DE FONDOS COMPETITIVOS DEL 
PROGRAMA CONTINUO DE CUIDADO (COC) AÑO FISCAL 2022 Y 


RENOVACIONES NO COMPETITIVAS DEL PROGRAMA DEMOSTRATIVO 
DE JÓVENES SIN HOGAR DEL DEPARTAMENTO DE LA VIVIENDA Y 


DESARROLLO URBANO FEDERAL (HUD, POR SUS SIGLAS EN INGLÉS)


El pasado 1 de agosto de 2022, el Departamento Federal de la Vivienda y Desarrollo Urbano 
(HUD, por sus siglas en inglés), publicó la oportunidad de fondos Notice of Funding 
Opportunity (NOFO) for the Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Continuum of Care (CoC) Program 
Competition, FR-6600-N-25. El propósito del NOFO es abordar las necesidades de las 
personas sin hogar, basado en la meta del Programa CoC de terminar con el sinhogarismo. 


El Departamento de la Familia (DF), Agencia Colaboradora del CoC PR 502, informa que 
el CoC cualifi ca para competir por fondos dirigidos a atender las necesidades de personas 
sin hogar y que los proyectos que participen podrían acceder, en conjunto, hasta un total 
de $14,637,864.00 en fondos del Programa.


Las organizaciones sin fi nes de lucro, agencias gubernamentales o municipios localizados 
en el área geográfi ca del CoC PR 502 que interesen participar de la competencia de 
fondos, deberán cumplir con los requisitos publicados por HUD (FR-6600-N-25) y los 
requisitos locales que establezca el CoC. Los municipios que comprende el CoC PR-502 
son: Aibonito, Arecibo, Barceloneta, Barranquitas, Bayamón, Camuy, Carolina, Cataño, 
Ciales, Comerío, Corozal, Dorado, Florida, Guaynabo, Lares, Morovis, Naranjito, Orocovis, 
San Juan, Toa Alta, Toa Baja, Utuado, Vega Alta y Vega Baja. El CoC PR-502 utilizará las 
políticas establecidas por la membresía para la determinación de prioridad y selección de 
los proyectos nuevos que serán incluidos en la propuesta consolidada.


Los interesados podrán revisar la información del NOFO en el DF, ubicado en Ave. Ponce 
de León, Edifi cio Mercantil Plaza, Hato Rey, P.R., piso PH, durante horas laborables. 
También, pueden acceder el NOFO en la dirección electrónica:  www.familia.pr.gov, bajo 
CoC PR-502 o mediante página de Facebook CoC PR-502.


Entidades o Municipios interesados en solicitar estos fondos deben enviar una
Carta de Intención en o antes del 23 de agosto de 2022 mediante el correo electrónico 
coc@familia.pr.gov. La carta debe especifi car el tipo de proyecto que desea proponer 
(proyecto de renovación, proyecto nuevo, bono regular o bono DV), localización del 
proyecto y presupuesto solicitado. 


Para someter propuestas es compulsorio asistir a la Reunión Extraordinaria de 
Pleno aquí convocada que se llevará a cabo el lunes, 22 de agosto de 2022, en el Salón 
Jorgito Pérez en Guaynabo (Edifi cio Contiguo al Centro Yolanda Guerrero) de 8:30 a.m. 
a 12:00 m.


El lugar seleccionado para llevar a cabo la reunión es uno de fácil acceso a personas 
con impedimentos físicos. Además, se proveerá servicio de intérprete a personas con 
impedimentos auditivos. 


El CoC PR-502 utilizará las políticas establecidas para la determinación de prioridad y 
selección de proyectos que serán incluidos para consideración de HUD. De necesitar más 
información, puede comunicarse al Programa CoC del Departamento de la Familia, al 
teléfono (787) 294-4900, Ext. 1173 o 1181. 


    Liz Mónica Lamboy López                              Dra. Carmen Ana González Magaz     
        Directora Ejecutiva                                                          Secretaria
           Programa CoC                                          Agencia Colaboradora CoC PR-502
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